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Abstract. We study the problem of existence of a periodic point in the
boundary of an invariant domain for a surface homeomorphism. In the area-
preserving setting, a complete classification is given in terms of rationality of
Carathe´ordory’s prime ends rotation number, similar to Poincare´’s theory for
circle homeomorphisms. In particular, we prove the converse of a classic result
of Cartwright and Littlewood. This has a number of consequences for generic
area preserving surface diffeomorphisms. For instance, we extend previous
results of J. Mather on the boundary of invariant open sets for Cr-generic
area preserving diffeomorphisms. Most results are proved in a general context,
for homeomorphisms of arbitrary surfaces with a weak nonwandering-type hy-
pothesis. This allows us to prove a conjecture of R. Walker about co-basin
boundaries, and it also has applications in holomorphic dynamics.
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1. Introduction
The boundary of a simply connected domain on a surface can have a very com-
plicated topology. A classic example of this fact is the pseudo-circle [Bin48, Han82],
which is a hereditarily indecomposable continuum, and in particular nowhere locally
connected. For this reason, there is a very sharp step between studying the dynam-
ics of a circle homeomorphism and studying the dynamics of a homeomorphism on
the boundary of an invariant simply connected domain.
On the circle, Poincare´ introduced the notion of rotation number, an invariant
for the dynamics, and established the following celebrated result:
There is a periodic point if and only if the rotation number is rational.
The first author was partially supported by CNPq-Brasil.
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In order to study the dynamics of a surface homeomorphism f on the boundary
of a simply connected domain U , it is natural to try to define a similar invariant
and replicate Poincare´’s results. This can be done by means of Carathe´odory’s
prime ends compactification [Car13a, Car13b, Mat82] which is obtained by adding
a circle to U with an appropriate topology so that the resulting space Û = U unionsq S1
is homeomorphic to the closed unit disk D. The homeomorphism f extends to a
homeomorphism f̂ of Û , therefore inducing a homeomorphism f̂ |S1 on the circle
of prime ends. One may in this way associate to f and U a prime ends rotation
number ρ(f, U) as the Poincare´ rotation number of f̂ |S1 .
It is already noted in [CL51] that a rational ρ(f, U) does not necessarily imply
that there is a periodic point in ∂ U , and neither the converse is true. However,
in the area-preserving setting, the situation is different, as is shown by Cartwright
and Littlewood in [CL51]:
If f is area-preserving, U is relatively compact, and the prime ends
rotation number is rational, then there is a periodic point in ∂ U .
Similar results, showing that the rationality of the rotation number leads to the
existence of periodic points with the area-preserving hypotheses replaced by weaker
conditions near the boundary of U are also studied in [CL51]. Since then, several
contributions were made in the same direction, e.g. [AY92, BG92, BG91, BK98,
ORdP11].
However, little is known about the converse problem. Namely, if ρ(f, U) is
irrational, what can we say about the dynamics on ∂ U? This question is already
mentioned in [CL51], and simple examples show that even in the area-preserving
case there can be a fixed point in ∂ U (see Examples 9.5 and 9.6). However, the
examples are very specific and have exactly one fixed point and no other periodic
points.
This is the subject of this paper. We present a complete classification theorem
in this direction, which also gives topological information on the boundary of U
in the case that the rotation number is irrational. Such a classification has appli-
cations both in the context of Cr-generic area preserving diffeomorphisms, and in
holomorphic dynamics.
1.1. Main results. Note that if f is area-preserving on a closed surface, then f is
nonwandering (i.e. every nonempty open set intersects one of its forward iterates).
Since in general only the latter (weaker) condition is used, we state our results for
nonwandering maps.
All the examples of a nonwandering homeomorphism of a closed surface where
ρ(f, U) is irrational and there is a periodic point in ∂ U are on the sphere, and they
all have the property that ∂ U is a non-separating continuum with exactly one fixed
point and no other periodic point. Such examples exist even in the C∞ category
(see Example 9.5). The next theorem shows that this is the only possibility, and
provides additional topological information (see Section 2 for definitions).
Theorem A. Let f : S → S be a nonwandering orientation-preserving homeomor-
phism of a closed orientable surface, and U an open f -invariant simply connected
set whose boundary has more than one point and such that ρ(f, U) is irrational.
Then one of the following holds:
(i) ∂ U is a contractible annular continuum without periodic points;
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(ii) S is a sphere, U is dense in S, and S \ U is a non-separating continuum
containing a unique fixed point and no other periodic points.
We would like to emphasize that without any assumption of nonwandering type
this result is not valid, as shown by an example of Walker [Wal91] (see Example
9.1). However, since most of the arguments are local in a neighborhood of the
boundary of U , it is possible to relax the nonwandering condition to a much weaker
one. We call it the ∂-nonwandering condition (see Definition 3.10). We will not
define it here, but one should keep in mind that it is weaker than requiring that
some neighborhood of the boundary of U be contained in the nonwandering set of
f (see Proposition 3.14), and in particular it holds if f is area-preserving. But in
addition, this condition holds in other contexts, for instance when f is a holomorphic
diffeomorphism with irrational rotation number. Most of our results are proved
under the ∂-nonwandering hypothesis.
We also mention that in case (i) of Theorem A, the rotation number of any invari-
ant probability measure supported in ∂ U (defined using an annular neighborhood)
is equal to ρ(f, U) (see [Fra88, Mat12]).
The proof of Theorem A is based on the following
Theorem B. Let f : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving homeomorphism and
U ( R2 be an open f -invariant simply connected set. If f is ∂-nonwandering in
U and ρ(f, U) 6= 0, then there are no fixed points for f on the boundary of U .
Moreover, if U is unbounded then there are no fixed points for f in the complement
of U .
In fact, using the above theorem we obtain a more general version of Theorem
A, which holds for surfaces which are not necessarily compact:
Theorem C. Let f : S → S be an orientation preserving homeomorphism of an
orientable surface S of finite type, and U ⊂ S an open f -invariant topological disk
such that S \U has more than one point. Assume further that f is ∂-nonwandering
in U and ρ(f, U) is irrational. Then exactly one of the following holds:
(i) ∂ U is aperiodic, and U is compact and contractible;
(ii) S is a sphere, and the only periodic point of f in ∂ U is a unique fixed point;
(iii) S is a plane, and ∂ U is unbounded and aperiodic.
Moreover, there is a neighborhood W of ∂ U , which can be chosen as an annulus in
case (i), a disk in case (ii) and the complement of a closed disk in case (iii), such
that every connected component of S \ ∂ U contained in W is wandering.
A main ingredient in the proofs is the following technical theorem, which has its
own character. It relates the genus of the surface, the prime ends rotation number
of an invariant open disk, and the existence of a translation arc intersecting its
boundary.
An arc γ is called N -translation arc for a homeomorphism f , if it is a simple arc
connecting a point x to its image f(x) and the concatenation of its first N iterates
is also a simple arc.
Theorem D. For any g ∈ N ∪ {0} and 0 6= α ∈ R/Z, there is Nα,g ∈ N such that
the following holds. Let S be an orientable surface of genus g, and f : S → S an
orientation preserving homeomorphism. Suppose that U ⊂ S is an invariant open
topological disk such that S \ U has more than one point, f is ∂-nonwandering in
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U , and ρ(f, U) = α. Then there is a compact set K ⊂ U such that every Nα,g-
translation arc in S \K is disjoint from ∂ U .
For a motivation on this result, see the introduction of Section 4. We only
mention here that a typical situation where N -translation arcs appear is when one
considers the stable or unstable manifold of a fixed point of saddle type.
The prime ends compactification can be defined for more general (non-simply
connected) sets. Theorems A, C and D are generalized to this context as Corollary
7.2, Theorem 7.1, and Theorem 7.3, respectively.
1.2. Consequences for area-preserving surface diffeomorphisms. The above
results have a number of consequences on generic properties of area-preserving sur-
face diffeomorphisms. See Section 8. Here, we mention two of them.
Theorem E. Let f be a Cr generic area preserving diffeomorphism on a closed
orientable surface, r ≥ 1. Then there are no periodic points on the boundary of any
periodic complementary domain.
Recall that a complementary domain is a connected component of the comple-
ment of a continuum (i.e. of a compact connected set with more than one point).
The generic condition in this theorem is given explicitly in Section 8.
This theorem solves a problem that was extensively studied by J. Mather [Mat81].
He proved that the (Carathe´odory) rotation number of any topological end of a com-
plementary domain U is irrational under certain conditions (the so-called Moser
genericity) which hold generically in any Cr topology if r is sufficiently large (e.g.
r ≥ 16). This gave some information on the boundary of U , for instance implying
that any periodic point in ∂ U is necessarily a hyperbolic saddle p with its stable
and unstable manifolds also contained in ∂ U . It is known that this is not possi-
ble if the surface is the sphere or the torus, due to results of Pixton [Pix82] and
Oliveira [Oli87] which imply that p would have a homoclinic intersection. However,
for surfaces of higher genus, analogous results are not known (in fact, they are false
under the specific generic conditions of Mather’s Theorems), and therefore it is not
possible to rule out the existence of the point p ∈ ∂ U by the same methods.
The use of Theorems A and D provide a novel approach to the same problem,
allowing for a proof that does not require the (generic) existence of homoclinic
intersections and thus allowing to obtain a proof on surfaces of any genus.
Let us remark that Theorem E was mistakenly used in [Xia06] and [KN10] (see
§8.5 and Remark 8.8), and therefore it fills a gap in the respective articles (however,
the gap in [KN10] can be avoided by using a different result; see [KN11]).
1.3. Other consequences. The ∂-nonwandering condition also holds whenever
the dynamics induced in the circle of prime ends is transitive (see §3.4). This ob-
servation, together with Theorem C and a result from [BG91], leads to the following
result which proves a conjecture of Walker [Wal91]:
Theorem F. Suppose f : S2 → S2 is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism,
and K ⊂ R2 is a continuum that irreducibly separates the plane into exactly two
invariant components. If the dynamics induced in the prime ends from one side of
K is conjugate to an irrational rotation by angle α, then the prime ends rotation
number from the opposite side of K is also equal to α.
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Indeed, if the rotation numbers differ, then the main theorem from [BG91] im-
plies that there are many periodic points in K, but since K is the boundary of a
∂-nonwandering invariant domain with irrational rotation number, this contradicts
Theorem C.
Theorem F proves Conjecture 2 of [Wal91], namely that the prime ends dynamics
from the two sides of a cobasin boundary (i.e. a set such as K) cannot correspond
to two non-conjugate irrational rotations.
Another context in which similar ideas can be applied is in the setting of holomor-
phic maps. Suppose U ⊂ C and f is a homeomorphism defined in a neighborhood
of U and holomorphic in U , leaving U invariant, and such that ρ(f, U) is irrational.
By means of the Riemann mapping theorem and the Schwartz refleaction principle,
one may show that the homeomorphism induced by f |U on the circle of prime ends
is conjugate to that of an analytic diffeomorphism [PM97]. This means that the
dynamics cannot be Denjoy type, implying automatically that the ∂-nonwandering
condition holds. Thus, one may apply our results in this setting. In particular, one
may obtain purely topological proofs of some of the results from [Ris99].
1.4. Extension of the theory of prime ends. Another result introduced in this
paper, which is of independent interest, is a natural extension of the theory of
prime ends. In Section 3, a precise description is given of what happens with the
prime ends compactification of an open set when of the underling surface changes.
Although this forces us to introduce some cumbersome notations, it is necessary to
our proof, and it allows us to consider the prime ends compactification of sets which
are not relatively compact (as opposed to what is usually done in the literature).
1.5. Structure of the article. This article is organized as follows: Section 2 in-
troduces preliminary notations and definitions, and some general results that will
be used later. In Section 3 we formally define the notion of prime ends compactifi-
cation for arbitrary simply connected sets, and we establish results analogous to the
ones in [Mat81] and [Mat82] about the topology of prime ends. The proofs are given
in the Appendix to avoid bloat. We also define the prime ends rotation number and
establish certain invariance of this number when the underlying surface is changed.
In §3.4 we define precisely the notion of ∂-nonwandering, and we show that it is
weaker than other conditions, for instance f being nonwandering or preserving a
finite area. In §3.5 we prove the result of Cartwright and Littlewood stated in the
beginning of the introduction, but under the ∂-nonwandering condition.
Section 4 is devoted to the main technical result of the article, which is Theorem
D. The proof is by contradiction, and the main idea is that if the theorem does
not hold one can construct a large enough disjoint pairs of loops with intersection
index ±1 (contradicting the finite genus).
Section 5 contains a proof of Theorem B. The main idea of the proof is to combine
Theorem D with arguments from Brouwer theory which, together with a theorem
of Jaulent on maximal unlinked sets, lead to the existence of translation arcs near
a fixed point under certain conditions.
In Section 6 we prove Theorems A and C, and a version of the same theorems
for arbitrary surfaces of finite genus is also stated. The proof is based on applying
Theorem B on a lift of f to the universal covering; however additional nontrivial
arguments are required to deal with the fact that f is not necessarily homotopic to
the identity, and to prove the contractibility of the boundary of U .
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Section 7 generalizes the results from Section 6 to an arbitrary open set U :
assuming there is a regular end (or ideal boundary point, as defined in 2) of U
which is fixed by f and has irrational prime ends rotation number, one obtains
information about the impression of the given end analogous to the one given for
the boundary of U in the simply connected case. The main idea of the proof
consists in modifying the surface to reduce the problem to one in which U is simply
connected. Theorem D is also stated in this context.
Section 8 is devoted to applications of the main results of this article, proving
Theorem E, which is in fact a simple corollary of the more general Theorem 8.3
(see §8.3). Other applications are also mentioned.
Finally, the examples in Section 9 show that the theorems fail without a ∂-
nonwandering condition. We also exhibit examples with an irrational prime ends
rotation number but exhibiting a fixed point (on the sphere), and an example
showing that the number Nα,g depends on both α and g in Theorem D.
2. Preliminaries
Let S be a surface (which is always assumed Hausdorff, connected and ori-
entable). When U ⊂ S and it is clear that S is the underlying surface, we denote
by U the closure of U and ∂ U the boundary of U in S. If W ⊂ S and U ⊂W , we
write clW U and ∂W U for the closure and boundary (respectively) of U in W with
the restricted topology.
A set is called an open (resp. closed) topological disk if it is homeomorphic to
the open (resp. closed) unit disk in R2. Similarly, an open (resp. closed) topological
annulus is a set homeomorphic to the annulus S1 × (0, 1) (resp. S1 × [0, 1]).
We consider an arc γ to be a continuous map from an interval in R to S, and
γ is called a simple arc if it is injective, except possibly at its endpoints. If γ is
an arc, we abuse notation and also denote its image by γ; it should be clear from
the context which one is the case. We say that γ : [a, b] → S is a loop if its initial
point and its end point coincide. We say that a loop is essential in S if it is not
homotopic (with fixed endpoints) to a point, and an open set U ⊂ S is essential in
S if it contains some loop which is essential in S.
A translation arc (or 1-translation arc) is a compact simple arc in S joining a
non-fixed point x to its image f(x), and such that f(γ) ∩ γ = {f(x)} or {x, f(x)}
(where the latter case holds only when f2(x) = x). More generally, anN -translation
arc is a translation arc such that, additionally, fk(γ)∩γ = ∅ for 2 ≤ k ≤ N−1, and
fN (γ)∩γ is either empty or {x} (the latter holding only when fN+1(x) = x). This
is equivalent to saying that the path
∏
0≤k≤N f
k(γ) obtained by concatenation is
still a simple arc. If γ is an N -translation arc for every N ≥ 1, we say that γ is an
∞-translation arc. This is equivalent to saying that one of the arcs (and so every
arc)
∏
k<0 f
k(γ),
∏
k≥0 f
−k(γ), or
∏
k∈Z f
k(γ) is a simple arc.
Let us recall a classic result of Brouwer (see, for instance, [Fat87]).
Proposition 2.1 (Brouwer’s lemma on translation arcs). Any translation arc of
a fixed-point free orientation preserving homeomorphism of R2 is an ∞-translation
arc.
2.1. Continua. A continuum is a compact connected set with more than one point.
We say that the continuum K ⊂ S is
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• cellular if there is a sequence (Dn)n∈N of closed topological disks such that
int(Dn+1) ⊂ Dn and K =
⋂
n∈NDn;
• annular if there is a sequence (An)n∈N of closed topological annuli such
that An+1 is contained in the interior of An and separates its boundary
components, and K =
⋂
n∈NAn;
• contractible in S if there is a continuous map H : K× [0, 1]→ S and x0 ∈ S
such that H(x, 0) = x and H(x, 1) = x0 for all x ∈ K.
Let us note the following equivalent properties.
• K is contractible in S if and only if it has a neighborhood U ⊂ S homeo-
morphic to an open disk;
• K is cellular if and only if it is contractible and non-separating;
• K is annular if and only if it has a neighborhood U homeomorphic to an
open annulus such that U \K has exactly two components, both essential
in U .
2.2. Topological ends (ideal boundary points). If S is a non-compact surface,
a boundary representative of S is a sequence P1 ⊃ P2 ⊃ · · · of connected unbounded
(i.e. not relatively compact) open sets in S such that ∂S Pn is compact for each n
and for any compact set K ⊂ S, there is n0 > 0 such that Pn ∩K = ∅ if n > n0
(here we denote by ∂S Pn the boundary of Pn in S). Two boundary representatives
(Pi)i∈N and (P ′i )i∈N are said to be equivalent if for any n > 0 there is m > 0 such
that Pm ⊂ P ′n, and vice-versa. The ideal boundary bIS of S is defined as the set
of all equivalence classes of boundary representatives. Denote by cI S the space
S ∪ bI S with the topology generated by open sets of S together with sets of the
form V ∪V ′, where V is an open set in S such that ∂S V is compact, and V ′ denotes
the set of elements of bI S which have some boundary representative (Pi)i∈N such
that Pi ⊂ V for all i ∈ N. We call cI S the ends compactification or ideal completion
of S.
Any homeomorphism f : S → S extends to a homeomorphism f˜ : cI S → cI S
such that f˜ |S = f . If S is orientable and has finite genus, then cI S is a closed
orientable surface of the same genus, and bI S is a totally disconnected closed set.
See [Ric63] for details.
If U is an open subset of a surface S, and p ∈ bI U is an ideal boundary point,
we define its impression in S by
Z(p) =
⋂
{clS(V ∩ U) : V open in cI U, p ∈ V }.
Note that Z(p) ⊂ ∂S U .
Assuming S has finite genus and U ⊂ S, we say that p is a regular ideal boundary
point of U ⊂ S if p is isolated in bI U and Z(p) has more than one point.
Given a regular end p of U , we say that A ⊂ U is a p-collar if A ∪ {p} ⊂ cI U is
a closed topological disk.
2.3. Some general results. Let us state a result that allows us to make ‘surgery’
arguments in several places. It can be seen as a refined version of Schoenflies’
theorem. Its proof can be found in [Eps66, §2]. We give a simplified statement,
since we consider boundaryless surfaces only.
Theorem 2.2 (Epstein, [Eps66]). Let γ1, γ2 : S1 → S be homotopic simple loops in
a surface S on which none of the two loops bounds a disk. Then there is an isotopy
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(ht)t∈[0,1] from the identity on S to some map h = h1 such that h ◦ γ1 = γ2, and
the isotopy is fixed (pointwise) outside some compact set.
We also recall a useful extension theorem, a proof of which can be found in
[LR04, Theorem 2.1] (see also [Ham54]).
Theorem 2.3 (Extension Theorem). Let W be a connected open subset of R2 and
H : W →W ′ ⊂ R2 a homeomorphism with a unique fixed point z0. Then there is a
homeomorphism H ′ : R2 → R2 which coincides with H in a neighborhood of z0 and
such that z0 is the unique fixed point of H
′.
Finally, we state a result for future reference. By an aperiodic set we mean one
which does not contain a periodic point.
Theorem 2.4 ([Kor10]). If f : S → S is a nonwandering homeomorphism of a
closed orientable surface and K ⊂ S is an aperiodic invariant continuum, then K
is annular.
3. Prime ends compactifications
From now on, whenever we say that S is a surface this will mean that S is a
connected orientable surface of finite genus.
Let us recall some facts and definitions from Carathe´odory’s prime ends theory.
For more details of the classic theory, we refer the reader to [Mat82] and [Mat81];
however, we will need some work to generalize the theory to our context and to find
a relation between prime ends compactifications on different spaces. In particular,
we define prime ends for non-relatively compact sets and obtain the classic results
in that context.
Let U ⊂ S be a simply connected open subset of the surface S such that S \ U
has more than one point. An end-cut of U in S is an arc γ : [0, 1) → U such
that limt→1 γ(t) = x for some x ∈ ∂ U (so that γ extends continuously to an arc
[0, 1]→ U with γ(1) = x ∈ ∂ U). A point z ∈ ∂ U is accessible (from U) if it is the
endpoint of some end-cut in U .
A cross-cut of U in S is the image of a simple arc γ : (0, 1) → U that extends
to an arc γ : [0, 1] → U joining two points of ∂ U , and such that each of the two
components of U \ γ has some boundary point in ∂ U \ γ. Note that the endpoints
of a cross-cut are accessible points. A cross-section of U in S is any connected
component of U \ γ for some cross-section γ of U in S. Note that each cross-cut
corresponds to exactly two cross-sections, which are topological disks.
A chain for U in S is a sequence C = (Dn)n∈N of cross-sections such that Di ⊂ Dj
for all i ≥ j ≥ 1 and ∂U Di ∩ ∂U Dj = ∅ for all i 6= j. If D is any cross-section
of U , we say that the chain C divides D if Di ⊂ D for all sufficiently large i. If
C′ = (D′n)∈N is another chain, we say that C divides C′ if for each n > 0 there is
m such that Dm ⊂ D′n. We say that C and C′ are equivalent if C divides C′ and C′
divides C. A chain C is called a prime chain if C divides C′ whenever C′ is a chain
that divides C. An equivalence class of prime chains is called a prime end of U .
Remark 3.1. Our definition of prime end is basically the same as the one in [Mat82],
except that we use cross-sections instead of arbitrary topological disks. This makes
no difference in practice, since one can (as Mather does) easily show that a chain of
the more general type is always divided by a chain as defined here, and vice-versa.
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Moreover, in [Mat82] it is required that U be relatively compact, but this will not
be necessary in our case.
Denote by bE(U) = bE(U, S) the set of all prime ends of U , and cE(U) =
cE(U, S) = U ∪ bE(U). For a cross-section D of U , we say that the prime end
p ∈ bE(U) divides D if some (hence any) chain representing p divides D. Denoting
by EU,S(D) the set of all prime ends that divide D, we can topologize cE(U) by
defining a basis of open sets consisting of all sets of the form D∪EU,S(D) for some
cross-section D of U , together with all open subsets of U .
Remark 3.2. Note that even though a cross-section is a subset of U , its definition
depends not only on U but also on the surface S: if S′ ⊂ S is an open set containing
U , some cross-sections of U as a subset of S may cease to be cross-sections when U
is regarded as a subset of S′ (this happens when an endpoint of the corresponding
cross-cut lies outside S′). This is why we use the cumbersome notation cE(U, S)
when there is need to emphasize what the underlying surface is.
The next theorem gives a useful relation between cE(U, S) and cE(U, S′), while
it also extends what is known in the relatively compact case to the general case.
Since its proof is somewhat lengthy and not central to this article, we present its
proof in the Appendix.
Theorem 3.3 (Prime ends compactification). The following properties hold:
(1) bE(U, S) is homeomorphic to a circle S1, and cE(U, S) is homeomorphic to
the closed disk D.
(2) Let S0 ⊂ S be an open connected set such that U ( S0. Then the inclu-
sion i : U → cE(U, S0) extends to a monotone surjection i∗ : cE(U, S) →
cE(U, S0).
(3) If S\S0 is totally disconnected, then the inclusion i : U → bE(U, S0) extends
to a homeomorphism i∗ : cE(U, S)→ cE(U, S0).
3.1. Accessible prime ends and criteria for primality. Let us introduce the
following notation: if (Ki)i∈N is a sequence of sets, then Ki → x ∈ S as i → ∞ if
for each neighborhood V of x there is i0 such that Ki ⊂ V for all i ≥ i0. We recall
a useful criterion for “primality” in the case that U is relatively compact in S. The
results are contained in [Mat81, Lemmas 3.1-3.4 and Proposition 3.7].
Proposition 3.4. If U is relatively compact in S, then
(1) A chain of U in S is prime if and only if there is x ∈ ∂S U and some
equivalent chain (Di)i∈N such that ∂U Di → x as i→∞;
(2) If γ : [0, 1) → U is an end-cut of U in S, then there is a prime end p ∈
bE(U, S) such that γ(t)→ p in cE(U, S) as t→ 1−.
Parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 3.3 imply the following version of the previous
result in the case that U is not relatively compact:
Proposition 3.5. The following properties hold:
(1) A chain of U in S is prime if and only if there is x ∈ cI(S) and some
equivalent chain (Di)i∈N of U in S such that ∂U Di → x in cI(S) as i→∞;
(2) If γ : [0, 1) → U is an end-cut of U in S, then there is a prime end p ∈
bE(U, S) such that γ(t)→ p in cE(U, S) as t→ 1−.
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We say that p ∈ bE(U, S) is an accessible prime end if there is an end-cut
γ : [0, 1) → U such that γ(t) → p in cE(U, S) as t → 1−. In this case, the limit
z = limt→1− γ(t) in S does not depend on the choice of γ, but only on the choice of p.
Indeed, if (Di)i∈N is any chain of U in S representing p and such that ∂U Di → x ∈
cI(S) as i→∞ (given by part (1) of the previous proposition), since γ accumulates
in p in cE(U, S), it must intersect any neighborhood of p in cE(U, S) and so γ
intersects Di for each i ∈ N. This implies that γ intersects ∂U Di if i is large
enough, and since ∂U Di → x we conclude that x is a limit point of γ, so z = x.
But x depends only on the chosen cross-section and not on the choice of γ; thus we
conclude that there is a unique possible value of z (and of x) for the given p.
Therefore, any accessible prime end has an associated accessible point in ∂ U
which is uniquely determined. Similarly, by part (2) of the previous proposition,
every accessible point z ∈ ∂ U gives rise to at least one (but possibly more than
one) accessible prime end, namely the endpoint in cE(U) of any end-cut of U which
converges to z in S.
Note that the previous remarks imply in particular that if γ is a cross-cut of U
in S, then clcE(U,S) γ consists of γ together with two points of bE(U, S). The next
proposition summarizes some useful properties of prime ends; we omit the proofs
since they are simple consequences of the definitions and the previous propositions.
Proposition 3.6. Let D be a cross-section of U in S bounded by the cross-cut γ
in U .
(1) D contains some end-cut η : [0, 1)→ D with endpoint in ∂ U \ γ.
(2) Let a, b ∈ bE(U, S) be the endpoints of γ in cE(U, S). Then the endpoint of
η in cE(U, S) as t → 1− is a prime end p that divides D and is different
from a and b.
(3) a 6= b, and EU,S(D) is a nonempty open interval of the circle bE(U, S)
bounded by a and b.
(4) Accessible prime ends are dense in bE(U, S).
(5) Accessible points of ∂ U are dense in ∂ U .
3.2. Dynamics and rotation numbers for prime ends. If f : S → S is an
orientation-preserving homeomorphism such that f(U) = U , then f |U maps cross-
sections to cross-sections, and it extends to a homeomorphism f∗ : cE(U, S) →
cE(U, S). The next result, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3, says that
if one considers a smaller connected surface S0 such that U ( S0 ⊂ S, then the map
induced by f in cE(U, S) is semi-conjugate to the map induced by f in cE(U, S0).
Corollary 3.7. If S0 is an open connected set such that U ( S0 ⊂ S and f(S0) =
S0, and if f∗ and f ′∗ denote the extensions of f |U to cE(U, S) and cE(U, S0), re-
spectively, then i∗f∗ = f ′∗i∗, where i∗ : cE(U, S) → cE(U, S0) is the monotone map
extending the inclusion i : U 7→ cE(U, S0) given by Theorem 3.3.
Indeed, note that if |U = f |U i holds trivially, so the previous result for the
extensions follows by continuity.
Remark 3.8. A simple example of the previous corollary is a map f : R2 → R2 that
leaves the unit disk invariant and such that f |S1 has two fixed points: an attractor
N and a repellor S. If S0 = S \K, where K is one of the two closed intervals of
S1 limited by N and S, then f |U induces on the circle of prime ends bE(U,R2) the
same dynamics of f |S1 . However, the map induced by f |U on bE(U, S0) corresponds
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to a circle homeomorphism with a unique fixed point, which is a saddle-node. The
semi-conjugation i∗ collapses one of the intervals between fixed points to a single
point.
If f∗ is the homeomorphism of cE(U, S) induced by f |U , then f∗|bE(U,S) is a
homeomorphism of the circle, and we may consider its rotation number in the
sense of Poincare´, which we denote by ρ(f, U, S) ∈ R/Z (or by ρ(f, U) when there
is no ambiguity). If two circle homeomorphisms are monotonically semi-conjugate,
then they have the same rotation number. Thus from the previous corollary we
obtain the following crucial result.
Corollary 3.9. If S0 ⊂ S is open, connected, f -invariant, and U ( S0, then
ρ(f, U, S) = ρ(f, U, S0).
3.3. Prime ends for non-simply connected sets. Suppose that U ⊂ S is an
open connected set but not necessarily simply connected, and let p ∈ bI U be a
regular ideal boundary point of U . We may define a p-cross-cut as any simple arc
γ contained in a p-collar which extends to a compact arc γ joining two different
points of Z(p), and such that each of the two components of U \ γ contains some
point of Z(p) \ γ in its boundary. If γ is a p-cross-cut, then at least one of the two
components of U \ γ is contained in some p-collar. Any such component is called a
p-cross-section. Define p-chain and prime p-chain using the same definitions as in
the previous sections, except that using p-cross-sections; and define a p-prime end
as an equivalence class of prime p-chains.
We denote the family of all p-prime ends by bEp U , and we set cEp U = U∪bEp U .
As before, the topology on cEp U is defined by using as a basis of open sets the open
sets of U together with sets of the form V ∪Ep V , where V is a p-cross-section of U
and Ep V is the set of all p-prime ends which have a representative chain entirely
contained in V . Note that if p ∈ cI U and if A is a p-collar, then every p-prime end
has a representative p-chain entirely contained in A.
If U has finitely many ideal boundary points, all of which are regular, then one
can do the above process simultaneously for each end of U obtaining a compactifi-
cation which we denote by cE U and is a compact surface with boundary. We use
the notation bE U = cE U \ U =
⋃
p∈bI U bEp U .
The results from the previous section can be naturally extended to this setting.
In particular, bEp U is homeomorphic to S1 for each regular ideal boundary point
p. To avoid further technicality, we will only make use of this fact in the case that
U is relatively compact, and for such case this is proved in [Mat81] and [Mat82].
If f : S → S is an orientation preserving homeomorphism and p is a regular ideal
boundary point of U fixed by f , then f |U extends to a homeomorphism f∗ of cEp U ,
and we may define the rotation number ρ(f, p) as the classical rotation number of
the circle homeomorphism f∗|bEp U .
3.4. The ∂-nonwandering condition. The main hypothesis for many of our re-
sults is the following (see Proposition 3.14 for simpler properties that imply this,
for example the preservation of a finite area).
Definition 3.10. Let f : S → S be a homeomorphism and U ⊂ S a simply con-
nected open f -invariant set. We will say U is ∂-nonwandering for f (or f is ∂-
nonwandering in U) if, for every n ∈ N, there is some compact set K ⊂ U such
that U \K does not contain the forward or backward fn-orbit of any fn-wandering
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cross-section. In other words, if D is a cross-section of U such that fnk(D)∩D = ∅
for all k 6= 0, then fnk(D) intersects K for some positive and some negative value
of k.
Remark 3.11. It can be assumed that the set K is a closed topological disk, by
increasing its size. We will make this assumption most of the time.
Remark 3.12. We do not know if Definition 3.10 using only n = 1 implies the
definition as stated here. However, in view of Proposition 3.14, this does not make
a difference in the usual setting (e.g. nonwandering or area-preserving maps).
We can extend the definition to the non-simply connected setting as well.
Definition 3.13. If U ⊂ S is a connected open f -invariant set and p ∈ bI U a fixed
regular end of U . We will say f is ∂-nonwandering at p if for each n ∈ N there is a
p-collar A ⊂ U such that A does not contain the forward or backward orbit of any
fn-wandering p-cross-section.
The next proposition implies, in particular, that f is ∂-nonwandering in U if f |U
is nonwandering.
Proposition 3.14. Let f : S → S be a homeomorphism and U ⊂ S a simply
connected open f -invariant set. Then f is ∂-nonwandering, provided that there is
a compact set K ⊂ U such that any one of the following holds:
(1) U \K does not contain the forward or backward orbit of any f -wandering
open set.
(2) There is an f -invariant Borel measure (not necessarily finite) such that
µ(U \K) <∞ and µ(D) > 0 for any cross-section D, or
(3) U \K is contained in the nonwandering set of f .
(4) The dynamics induced by f |U on bE(U, S) is transitive.
Proof. Suppose that (1) holds and f is not ∂-nonwandering. Then there is n ∈ N
such that any neighborhood of ∂ U contains the forward or the backward fn-orbit of
some fn-wandering cross-section. Let K ′ be a compact set such that K ⊂ fk(K ′) ⊂
U for all k ∈ Z with |k| ≤ n. Then we may assume that there is a cross-section D0
of U such that fkn(D)0 ∩D0 = ∅ for all nonzero k ∈ Z, and fkn(D0) ⊂ U \K ′ for
all integers k > 0 (the case k < 0 is analogous).
Note that our choice of K ′ implies that fk(D0) ⊂ U \ K for all k > 0, so by
(1) we must have fk0(D0) ∩ D0 6= ∅ for some k0 ∈ N. Let D1 = fk0(D0) ∩ D0.
Again (1) implies that fk1(D1) ∩ D1 6= ∅ for some k1 ∈ N. Inductively, we may
define k0, k1, . . . , kn and a sequence ∅ 6= Dn+1 ⊂ Dn · · · ⊂ D1 ⊂ D0, such that
Di+1 = f
ki(Di) ∩Di. We can find 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n such that, if li =
∑i−1
m=0 km, then
li = lj (modn), so that lj = li + mn for some integer m > 0. But it follows from
our definition that Dj ⊂ f lj−li(Di), and since Dj and Di are both subsets of D0
we conclude that fmn(D0) = f
lj−li(D0) intersects D0, contradicting the fact that
fkm(D0) ∩D0 = ∅ for all k > 0.
If (2) holds, fix n ∈ N and let D be an fn-wandering cross-section, then {fkn(D) :
k > 0} is an infinite family of pairwise disjoint sets of the same positive measure,
so they cannot be all contained in U \K, which has finite measure. Similarly for
{fkn(D) : k < 0}, proving that f is ∂-nonwandering in U .
If (3) holds then (1) clearly holds. Finally, if (4) holds, then the induced dynamics
by fn on bE(U, S) is minimal for any n ∈ N. This implies that there are no fn-
wandering cross-sections at all, so f is ∂-nonwandering in U . 
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The next result will also be helpful in most of our proofs.
Proposition 3.15. Let f : S → S be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism
of an orientable surface S of finite genus, U ⊂ S an open invariant topological
disk, and K ⊂ S \ U is a closed f -invariant set such that ∂ U \ K 6= ∅. If f is
∂-nonwandering in U , then f |S\K is also ∂-nonwandering in U . If, in addition, K
is totally disconnected, then the converse also holds.
Proof. The first implication is direct, since a wandering cross-section of U in S \K
is also a wandering cross-section of U in S. For the converse, it suffices to show that
if K is totally disconnected, then any wandering cross-section D of U in S contains
some cross-section of U in S \K. But this follows from part (3) of Theorem 3.3. 
3.5. Cartwright-Littlewood result for rational rotation numbers. This the-
orem is essentially proved in [CL51], but the proof is on the sphere and the hypothe-
ses are slightly different.
Theorem 3.16 (Cartwright-Littlewood). Let f : S → S be an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism of a surface S of finite genus, and U ⊂ S an open, connected, rel-
atively compact invariant set with a regular end p fixed by f . If ρ(f, p) = 0 and f
is ∂-nonwandering at p, then there is a fixed point in Z(p).
Proof. First note that since U is relatively compact, clS U = clcI S U , so that we
may assume that S is closed by working with cI S instead of S.
Let (Di)i∈N be a chain representing a fixed prime end in bEp U . By Proposition
3.4, we may choose it such that ∂ Di → x for some x ∈ ∂ U . We will show that x
is a fixed point.
Since the chain represents a fixed prime end, for each j ∈ N there is i > j
such that f(Di) ⊂ Dj . Note that Di ⊂ Dj as well, because i > j. We claim
that ∂U Dj intersects f−1(∂U Dj) if j is large enough. Suppose on the contrary
that ∂ Dj ∩ f−1(∂U Dj) = ∅. Since f−1(Dj) and Dj both contain Di, there are
two cases: either Di ⊂ f−1(clU Dj) ⊂ Dj or Di ⊂ clU (Dj) ⊂ f−1(Dj). Suppose
without loss of generality that Di ⊂ f−1(clU Dj) ⊂ Dj . By our assumption, the
cross-cut ∂U Dj has no endpoint in common with f
−1(∂U Dj). From this, it is easy
to obtain a cross-section E ⊂ Dj \ f−1(Dj) (as in Figure 2), and it follows that
f−n(E) ⊂ Dj for all n ∈ N. Since Dj lies inside any given p-collar if j is large
enough, this contradicts the ∂-nonwandering condition at p.
We have showed that f−1(∂ Dj) ∩ ∂ Dj 6= ∅ for all sufficiently large j. Since
∂ Dj → x, we conclude that f−1(x) = x, completing the proof. 
4. A lemma on translation arcs
The main result of this section is motivated by the following simple result.
Proposition 4.1. Let S be a closed surface, f : S → S an area-preserving home-
omorphism and U ⊂ S an open simply connected f -invariant set such that S \ U
has more than one point. Then there is no ∞-translation arc intersecting both U
and its complement.
Proof. If there is an ∞-translation arc γ intersecting U and S \ U , then there is
some sub-arc σ ⊂ γ ∪ f(γ) that is a cross-cut of U . If D1 and D2 are the two
components of U \ σ, the preservation of area implies that the homeomorphism
(x, y) 7→ (f(x), f(y)) of S × S preserves a measure of full support, and therefore
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the set D1 × D2 is nonwandering for such map. This implies that there is n > 0
such that fn(D1) ∩ D1 6= ∅ and fn(D2) ∩ D2 6= ∅, which in turn implies that
fn(σ) ∩ σ 6= ∅, contradicting the fact that σ ∪ fn(σ) is contained in the simple arc⋃
k∈Z f
k(γ). 
We observe that in this proposition it is essential that the translation arc γ
intersects both U and ∂ U . For example, if U is a disk bounded by the stable
manifold of a fixed hyperbolic saddle with a homoclinic connection, any simple arc
in the homoclinic connection joining a point to its image gives an ∞-translation
arc contained in ∂ U . The idea of the next result is to remove the hypothesis that
γ intersects U , by requiring that the rotation number on the prime ends circle
of U be nonzero. To do that, we prove a finite version of the previous result,
namely that for some N > 0 there is no N -translation arc intersecting both U
and its complement. Note that any small perturbation of an N -translation arc
supported on the complement of a neighborhood of the endpoints of the arc is still
an N -translation arc, a fact that is no longer true for ∞-translation arcs. This is
why having a version of the previous proposition for N -translation arcs (with the
restriction that the rotation number is nonzero) allows us to remove the condition
that γ intersects U .
The proof of the finite version of the previous result is much more delicate, and
it is necessary to take into account both the prime ends rotation number and the
genus of the surface in the choice of N .
Additionally, one can prove the previous result using not the preservation of area
but the fact that the nonwandering set of f contains U . We will relax this condition
even more by requiring a weak type of nonwandering condition near the boundary
of U , namely the ∂-nonwandering condition (see Definition 3.10).
The main theorem of this section is Theorem D in the introduction:
Theorem 4.2. Let S be an orientable surface of genus g < ∞, f : S → S an
orientation preserving homeomorphism, and U ⊂ S an invariant open topological
disk such that S \ U has more than one point. Suppose that f is ∂-nonwandering
in U , and ρ(f, U) = α 6= 0. Then there is Nα,g ∈ N, depending only on α and g,
and there is a compact set K ⊂ U such that every Nα,g-translation arc in S \K is
disjoint from ∂ U .
Remark 4.3. Let us emphasize that Nα,g necessarily depends on both α and g. See
examples 9.3 and 9.4 in Section 9.
Before proceeding to the proof, we state a direct but useful consequence.
Corollary 4.4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, every ∞-translation arc in
S \K is disjoint from ∂ U .
Remark 4.5. It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.2 that, if one replace the ∂-
nonwandering condition by the condition that there are no wandering cross-sections
(which holds for instance if f preserves area and U has finite area), then there is
no Nα,g-translation arc intersecting ∂ U at all (i.e. K = ∅).
4.1. Maximal cross-cut lemma. We begin with a technical lemma before moving
to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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Lemma 4.6. Let f : S → S be a homeomorphism and U ⊂ S a simply connected
open f -invariant set such that S \U has more than one point and ρ(f, U) 6= 0. Sup-
pose N ≥ 2, and γ is an N -translation arc with endpoints in ∂ U and intersecting
U , and let Γ =
⋃N
k=0 f
k(γ). Then
(1) The set F of all connected components of U ∩Γ consists of cross-cuts of U
such that each σ ∈ F is disjoint from its image by f , and exactly one com-
ponent of U \ σ is disjoint from its image by f . We denote this component
by Dσ, and its closure in U by D˜σ = Dσ ∪ σ.
(2) There is a unique connected component U0 of U \ Γ which is not disjoint
from its image by f . Moreover, U \ U0 =
⋃
σ∈F D˜σ, and U0 is open and
simply connected.
(3) The boundary of U0 in U is a union of elements of a subfamily F∗ ⊂ F ,
and each point of ∂U U0 is accessible from U0.
(4) Suppose additionally that Γ ⊂ V , where V is a neighborhood of ∂ U such
that U\V is connected and intersects its image by f , and V does not contain
the forward or backward orbit of any wandering cross-section of U . Then
there is an arc σ ⊂ γ such that fk(σ) ∈ F∗ for all k with 0 ≤ k ≤ N .
Figure 1. The set U0
Proof. (1) Let F0 be the family of all connected components of U ∩ γ. Since γ
is a translation arc, f(γ) can only intersect γ in its endpoints (which are in ∂ U).
Thus, f(σ) is disjoint from σ for any σ ∈ F0. Noting that ∂ U is invariant and
F = {fk(σ) : σ ∈ F0, 0 ≤ k ≤ N}, it follows that f(σ) is disjoint from σ for any
σ ∈ F . But then, one of the two components of U \ σ is disjoint from the image
of σ. We denote that component by Dσ. It follows easily that the image of Dσ
either contains Dσ or is disjoint from Dσ: indeed, the connected set Dσ must be
contained in one of the two connected components of U \ f(σ), and one of them is
f(Dσ). But Dσ ⊂ f(Dσ) is not possible since ρ(f, U) 6= 0. Thus f(Dσ) is disjoint
from Dσ. Letting D˜σ = σ ∪ Dσ = clU Dσ, it follows that U \ D˜σ is not disjoint
from its image. This proves (1).
(2) We now define a partial order in F as follows: σ ≺ σ′ if D˜σ ⊂ Dσ′ . Note
that whenever it makes sense, f preserves the order.
Claim 1. If σ and σ′ are different elements of F and neither σ ≺ σ′ nor σ′ ≺ σ,
then D˜σ is disjoint from D˜σ′ .
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Proof. The connected set U \ Dσ is not included in Dσ′ because this last set is
disjoint from its image by f and the first one is not. It is not included in U \D˜σ′ by
hypothesis (otherwise one would have σ′ ≺ σ). One deduces that σ′∩ (U \Dσ) 6= ∅.
The boundary of U \Dσ in U being σ, which is disjoint from σ′, one deduces that
σ′ ∩ D˜σ = ∅. This implies that the connected set D˜σ must be contained in one of
the two connected components of U \σ′. As it is not included in Dσ′ (otherwise one
would have σ ≺ σ′) it is contained in the other one. In other words, it is disjoint
from D˜σ′ . 
Claim 2. For each neighborhood V of ∂ U there are at most finitely many elements
of F that are not contained in V . Moreover, there are finitely many σ ∈ F such
that Dσ is not contained in V .
Proof. It follows from the fact that Γ is an embedded compact arc and elements
of F are connected open subsets in the restricted topology of Γ: the set Γ \ V is
compact, and the elements of F that are not contained in V form an open covering
of Γ \V (in the restricted topology of Γ) by pairwise disjoint sets, so that there are
finitely many such sets.
To prove the second claim, note that one may choose a neighborhood V ′ ⊂ V
of ∂ U such that K = U \ V ′ is connected and f(K) intersects K. If σ ∈ F and
σ ⊂ V ′, then one of the components of U \ σ contains K. But since Dσ is disjoint
from its image, it follows that Dσ is disjoint from K, so it must be contained in V
′.
Thus there are at most finitely many σ ∈ F such that Dσ 6⊂ V ′. 
Claim 3. Every element of F is contained in a maximal element.
Proof. Suppose not. Then one can find a sequence {σn}n≥0 of elements of F such
that σn ≺ σn+1 for each n ≥ 0. Let V be a neighborhood of ∂ U such that Dσ0 6⊂ V .
One deduces that Dσn 6⊂ V for any n ≥ 0. This contradicts Claim 2. 
Denote by F∗ the family of maximal elements of F , and let U0 = U \
⋃
σ∈F D˜σ =
U \ ⋃σ∈F∗ D˜σ. Note that if σ and σ′ are different elements of F∗, then neither
σ ≺ σ′ nor σ′ ≺ σ, so Claim 1 implies that {D˜σ : σ ∈ F∗} are pairwise disjoint,
and from Claim 2 one sees that the union of those sets is closed in U . This shows
that U0 is open. The connectedness and simply connectedness follows easily from
the fact that D˜σ is a simply connected unbounded (i.e. not relatively compact) set
in U . This proves (2).
(3) Let σ0 ∈ F∗ and x ∈ σ0. From Claim 2, if B is a small enough neighborhood
of x, there are at most finitely many elements σ1, . . . , σk of F intersecting B and
different from σ0. Since the cross-cuts σi are closed in U and pairwise disjoint,
there is a smaller neighborhood B′ of x that is disjoint from σ1∪· · ·∪σk. Hence B′
is disjoint from all elements of F except σ0, and since σ0 is an embedded arc, there
is a smaller neighborhood B′′ ⊂ B′ such that σ0 ∩B′′ is a connected embedded arc
separating B′′ into exactly two components B1 and B2 (and therefore x is accessible
from each component). In particular B1 and B2 are connected and disjoint from⋃
σ∈F∗ σ, and both ∂U B1 and ∂U B2 contain x. Suppose B1 is the component that
intersects Dσ0 (and thus it is contained in Dσ0). We claim that B2 ⊂ U0. Indeed, if
B2 intersects D˜σ for some σ ∈ F∗, then B2 ⊂ Dσ, and σ 6= σ0. Thus D˜σ is disjoint
from D˜σ0 , contradicting the fact that x ∈ clU B1 ∩ clU B2 ⊂ D˜σ ∩ D˜σ0 . Thus, B2 is
disjoint from D˜σ for all σ ∈ F∗, implying that B2 ⊂ U0.
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We have showed that any point of an element σ0 ∈ F∗ is accessible from U0. This
also shows that
⋃
σ∈F∗ σ ⊂ ∂U U0. But as we already saw,
⋃
σ∈F∗ D˜σ is closed, so its
boundary (and hence the boundary of its complement U0) is contained in
⋃
σ∈F∗ σ,
and we conclude that
⋃
σ∈F∗ σ = ∂U U0 as claimed.
(4) Denote by Fk those elements of F of the form fk(σ) with σ ∈ F0, and
F∗k = Fk ∩ F∗. Thus F =
⋃N
k=0 Fk and F∗ =
⋃N
k=0 F∗k .
Claim 4. If σ ∈ F∗k with 0 ≤ k < N , then either f(σ) ∈ F∗k+1 or f(σ) ≺ σ′ for
some σ′ ∈ F∗0 .
Similarly, if σ ∈ F∗k with 0 < k ≤ N , then either f−1(σ) ∈ F∗k−1 or f−1(σ) ≺ σ′
for some σ′ ∈ F∗N .
Proof. We only prove the first claim; the other is proved with a similar argument.
Suppose 0 ≤ k < N and σ ∈ F∗k . If f(σ) is not maximal, then f(σ) ≺ σ′ for
some σ′ ∈ F∗i , where 0 ≤ i ≤ N . Suppose that i > 0. Then f−1(σ′) ∈ F , and so
σ = f−1(f(σ)) ≺ f−1(σ′), which contradicts the maximality of σ. Thus the only
possibility is i = 0, as required. 
Claim 5. Either F∗0 6= ∅ or F∗N 6= ∅.
Proof. From Claim 3 we know that F∗ is nonempty, which means that there exists
some maximal element. So some F∗k is nonempty, and the previous claim then
implies that either F∗0 is nonempty or F∗N is nonempty. 
Claim 6. Suppose there is no σ ∈ F∗0 such that fk(σ) ∈ F∗k for all 0 ≤ k ≤ N . If
F∗0 6= ∅ (resp. F∗N 6= ∅), then any neighborhood V of ∂ U containing Γ contains the
forward (resp. backward) orbit of some cross-section of U .
Proof. We assume F∗0 6= ∅ (the other case is analogous, using f−1 instead of f).
For σ ∈ F∗0 , let nσ be the first positive integer such that fnσ (σ) /∈ F∗. From our
assumption, we have that 1 ≤ nσ ≤ N for each σ ∈ F∗0 . Moreover, from Claim 4
we must have fnσ (σ) ≺ σ′ for some σ′ ∈ F∗0 . Let
C = {fk(σ) : σ ∈ F∗0 , 0 ≤ k < nσ} ⊂ F∗.
If W =
⋃
σ∈C Dσ, noting that this is a disjoint union, it follows easily from Claim
2 that ∂U W =
⋃
σ∈C σ. Let us see that f(W ) ⊂W : Any σ ∈ C is of the form σ =
fk(σ0) for some σ0 ∈ F∗0 and 0 ≤ k < nσ0 . If k < nσ0−1, then f(σ) = fk+1(σ0) ∈ C,
so that f(Dσ) = Df(σ) ⊂W ; and if k = nσ0 − 1 then Claim 4 implies that there is
σ′ ∈ F∗0 ⊂ C such that f(σ) = fnσ0 (σ0) ≺ σ′, so that f(Dσ) = Df(σ) ⊂ Dσ′ ⊂ W .
In both cases, f(Dσ) ⊂W , showing that f(W ) ⊂W .
We also claim that clU f
N (W ) ⊂ W . To see this, note that if σ ∈ F∗0 then
fnσ (σ) ⊂ W and thus fn(σ) ⊂ W for any n > nσ. Since every element of C is a
positive iterate of some element of F∗0 , it follows that fN (σ) ⊂ W for all σ ∈ C.
Recalling that ∂U W =
⋃
σ∈C σ, we conclude that f
N (clU W ) ⊂W as claimed.
We will find a wandering cross-section of U contained in W . To do this, fix
σ ∈ F∗0 , and suppose Dσ is nonwandering (otherwise there is nothing to do). Then
there is a smallest integer n > 0 such that fn(Dσ) intersects Dσ. Since f
n(Dσ) ⊂
W , there is σ0 ∈ C such that fn(Dσ) ⊂ Dσ0 , and so Dσ intersects Dσ0 . But then
from Claim 1 and the maximality of σ0 and σ, we conclude that σ = σ0. Thus
fn(Dσ) ⊂ Dσ.
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Let us show that n ≥ nσ: if n < nσ, then fn(σ) ∈ F∗ for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n, and
together with the fact that Dfn(σ) = f
n(Dσ) ⊂ Dσ, this implies that fn(σ) = σ.
But then fk(σ) ∈ F∗ for all k ∈ Z, contradicting our hypothesis. Thus n ≥ nσ.
Note that from the fact that γ is an N -translation arc with N ≥ 2 follows that
two different elements of F cannot share their two endpoints. Thus, if σ′ is the
element of F∗0 such that fnσ (σ) ≺ σ′, we know that fnσ (σ) and σ′ do not share
their two endpoints, and fn(Dσ) ⊂ fn−nσ (Dσ′). Denote σ′′ = fn−nσ (σ′) and
Dσ′′ = f
n−nσ (Dσ′). Since fn(Dσ) ⊂ Dσ′′ and fn(Dσ) intersects Dσ, it follows
that Dσ′′ intersects Dσ. Since Dσ is a connected component of W and Dσ′′ ⊂ W ,
it follows that
fn(Dσ) ⊂ Dσ′′ ⊂ Dσ.
Figure 2. Obtaining the wandering cross-section E
This implies that Dσ \ fn(Dσ) is a wandering set, so to find a wandering cross-
section of U in W it suffices to show that Dσ \ fn(Dσ) contains some cross-section
E of U . This will be a consequence of the fact that fn(σ) and σ′′ do not share
some endpoint (see Figure 2): Let z ∈ ∂ U be an endpoint of fn(σ) that is not
an endpoint of σ′′. Then we can choose a small disk D around z that is disjoint
from σ′′ and from the remaining endpoint of fn(σ). Since D necessarily intersects
Dσ′′ \ fn(Dσ) and it does not contain U , the boundary of D contains a simple arc
β joining a point x ∈ ∂ U to a point y ∈ fn(σ) and such that β ⊂ Dσ′′ \ fn(D˜σ).
The concatenation of β with the sub-arc of fn(σ) joining y to z gives a cross-cut β′
of U such that β′ ⊂ Dσ′′ \ fn(Dσ). A simple connectedness argument shows that
one of the cross-sections E defined by β′ in U is contained in Dσ′′ \ fn(Dσ), as we
wanted.
Finally, let V be a neighborhood of ∂ U such that U \ V is connected and not
disjoint from its image by f , and suppose Γ ⊂ V . If γ ∈ F , then γ is disjoint from
U \ V and so U \ V is contained in one component of U \ γ. Since Dγ is disjoint
from its image, it follows that U \ V is disjoint from Dγ . Since this is true for all
γ ∈ F , in particular U \ V is disjoint from W , i.e. W ⊂ V . Thus the wandering
cross-section that we found earlier is contained in V . This proves the claim. 
Part (4) of the lemma follows directly from Claim 6, completing the proof of the
lemma. 
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4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let us begin by explaining what is Nα,g. Note that
we are not interested in this proof in searching the optimal value of this constant.
For every ξ ∈ R/Z write ‖ξ‖ = inft+Z=ξ |t|. We will set Nα,g = (2g+ 1)q+ 2, where
the integer q is chosen as the smallest positive integer such that{
‖qα‖ = 0 if α is rational,
(2g + 1)‖qα‖ ≤ ‖α‖ if α is irrational.
This choice of q guarantees the following:
Claim. If F is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of R/Z of rotation num-
ber α and if (ξi)i∈Z is an orbit of F that is not periodic, then one can choose an
orientation of R/Z such that the sequence
(1) (ξ0, ξq, . . . , ξ2gq, ξ(2g+1)q, ξ1, ξq+1, . . . , ξ2gq+1, ξ(2g+1)q+1, ξ0)
is cyclically ordered in the sense that the open intervals defined by two consecutive
terms are nonempty and pairwise disjoint.
This claim should be clear in the irrational case, since the fact that α is irrational
implies by a classic result of Poincare´ that F is monotonically semiconjugate to the
rigid rotation by α, so that the relative ordering of an orbit of F in the circle
coincides with the relative ordering of points of an orbit of the rigid rotation by
α (and so the condition on q easily implies that the claim holds using the usual
orientation of the circle; see Figure 4).
Figure 3. Rational case Figure 4. Irrational case
On the other hand, if α = p/q is rational (with q ∈ N smallest possible), then
every periodic point has period q and the non-periodic point x = ξ0 is such that
F kq(x) converges monotonically to a periodic point z as k → ∞. In particular,
since q ≥ 2, the claim is easily seen to hold, by choosing the orientation of the
circle depending on the direction of convergence of fkq(x) to z (i.e. from the left or
from the right). See Figure 3.
Let us suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied, and let K0 ⊂ U
be a compact set such that U \K0 does not contain the forward or backward orbit
of any wandering cross-section of U . Choose a larger compact set K such that
K0 ⊂ fn(K) ⊂ K for 0 ≤ n ≤ Nα,g. We may further assume that K is connected
and not disjoint from its image.
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From now on, we assume that there exists an N -translation arc γ in U \ K
such that γ meets ∂U , where N ≥ Nα,g, and we will derive a contradiction. Let us
consider the simple arc Γ =
⋃
0≤n≤N f
k(γ). Observe that every sub-arc γ′ of Γ that
joins a point x ∈ γ to f(x) is an (N − 1)-translation arc. By hypothesis, one may
choose γ′ such that it meets ∂U at a point x′ distinct from its endpoints. If D is a
topological disk that contains x′ in its interior and that is sufficiently small, then
fn(γ′ ∪D) ∩ (γ′ ∪D) \ {f(x)} = ∅ for every positive n ≤ N − 1. This implies that
every arc γ′′ that joins x to f(x) and is included in γ′ ∪D is an N − 1 translation
arc. As x′ belongs to ∂U , one may construct such an arc γ′′ that contains x′ but
also meets U inside D. Let us consider Γ′′ =
⋃
0≤n≤N−1 f
k(γ′′). The sub-arc of
Γ′′ that joins x′ to f(x′) is an (N − 2)-translation arc γ′′′ that meets U and whose
ends are on ∂U . Let us define Γ′′′ =
⋃
0≤n≤N−2 f
k(γ′′′).
Let us apply Lemma 4.6 to Γ′′′ by keeping the notations. Note that the hypoth-
esis of part (4) of that lemma holds using V = U \K and N −2 instead of N . Thus
one may find a cross-cut σ ∈ F∗ such that fk(σ) ∈ F∗ for all k with 0 ≤ k ≤ N−2.
Since σ is a cross-cut of U , its closure in cE(U) is σ ∪ {ξ0, η0}, where ξ0, η0 are
prime ends of U . Let f˜ be the extension of f |U to cE(U). We claim that ξ0 is
not f˜ -periodic. To see this, assume that ξ0 is periodic, and let q be the smallest
positive integer such that f˜q(ξ0) = ξ0. Then α = ρ(f˜ |bE(U)) = p/q (mod Z) for
some p ∈ Z, and so by our definition, N ≥ Nα,g = (2g + 1)q + 2 ≥ q + 2. Since ξ0
is an accessible prime end, it has a corresponding accessible point ξ′0 in ∂ U . The
fact that f˜q(ξ0) = ξ0 implies that f
q(ξ′0) = ξ
′
0. But ξ
′
0 is an endpoint of σ, which is
contained in the compact arc γ′′′, so ξ′0 ∈ γ′′′. Since γ′′′ is an (N − 2)-translation
arc and 2 ≤ q ≤ N − 2, it follows that fq(γ′′′) ∩ γ′′′ = ∅. This contradicts the fact
that ξ′0 ∈ σ.
Thus ξ0 is not periodic, and the claim at the beginning of the proof applied to
F = f˜ |bE(U) implies that if ξk = f˜k(ξ0), the sequence (1) is cyclically ordered in the
circle bE(U) (using an appropriate orientation). If U0 ⊂ U is the set from Lemma
4.6, then f i(σ) ⊂ ∂ U0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 2. Using these facts (and noting that
N − 2 ≥ g), one may choose two sequences of arcs (ai)0≤i≤g and , (bi)0≤i≤g with
the following properties (see Figure 5):
• ai and bi are in U0 except for their endpoints;
• ai joins a point of f2iq(σ) to a point of f (2i+1)q(σ) ∩ U ;
• bi joins a point of f2iq+1(σ) to a point of f (2i+1)q+1(σ) ∩ U ;
• ai ∩ aj = ∅ = bi ∩ bj if i 6= j, and ai ∩ bj = ∅ for any i, j;
The arc Γ′′′ is linearly ordered by its orientation. Recall that σ is a sub-arc of
γ′′′, so that σ lies between x′ and f(x′) in the ordering of Γ′′′, and the sequence of
arcs (
σ, f(σ), fq(σ), fq+1(σ), . . . , f (2g+1)q(σ), f (2g+1)q+1(σ)
)
are pairwise disjoint and increasingly ordered as sub-arcs of Γ′′′; furthermore, they
are all oriented in the same way (either positively or negatively) with respect to the
orientation of Γ′′′. We may close ai to a simple loop a′′i by letting a
′′
i = ai∪a′i, where
a′i ⊂ Γ′′′ is a simple arc joining the endpoint of ai to its starting point (oriented
accordingly). Similarly, we define a simple loop b′′i = bi ∪ b′i where b′i ⊂ Γ′′′ is a
simple arc joining the endpoint of bi to its initial point and oriented accordingly.
The loops a′′0 , . . . , a
′′
g are pairwise disjoint, and so are the loops b
′′
0 , . . . , b
′′
g . Moreover,
if i 6= j then a′′i ∩ b′′j = ∅, while ∅ 6= a′′i ∩ b′′i ⊂ Γ′′′ and ∅ 6= a′i ∩ b′i ⊂ Γ′′′.
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Figure 5. The arcs ai and bi viewed in cE(U)
Figure 6. The arcs ai and bi viewed in Γ
′′′
Note that by construction, the intersection index of ai with Γ
′′′ at the initial
point of ai is opposite to the corresponding index at the final point of ai, and ai
does not intersect Γ′′′ anywhere else (and similarly with bi). This means that in a
neighborhood of Γ′′′, the curves ai and bi lie on the same side of Γ (see Figure 6).
From these facts one concludes that the algebraic intersection number of a′′i and b
′′
j
is 0 if i 6= j and ±1 if i = j. This implies that one can construct g + 1 pairwise
disjoint 1-punctured tori T0, . . . , Tg such that a
′′
i ∪ b′′i ⊂ Ti for each i, contradicting
the fact that S has genus g.
A more algebraic way of saying the same thing is to note that, if [a′′i ] and [b
′′
i ] de-
notes the respective homology classes of a′′i and b
′′
i in H1(S,Q) and [a′′i ]∧[b′′i ] denotes
the intersection pairing, then [a′′i ]∧[b′′j ] is 0 if i 6= j and ±1 if i = j, while [a′′i ]∧[a′′j ] =
0 = [b′′i ] ∧ [b′′j ] for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ g. It follows that {[a′′0 ], . . . , [a′′g ], [b′′0 ], . . . , [b′′g ]} is lin-
early independent in H1(S,Q), concluding that dimH1(S,Q) ≥ 2g + 2. But since
g is the genus of S and S is orientable, one should have dimH1(S,Q) = 2g. This
contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. Converse of a theorem of Cartwright and Littlewood
The main theorem of this section is the following:
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Theorem 5.1. Let f : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving homeomorphism and
U ( R2 an open f -invariant simply connected set. If f is ∂-nonwandering in U
and ρ(f, U) 6= 0, then there is no fixed point of f in the boundary of U .
Before proceeding to the details, we mention an easy consequence:
Corollary 5.2. Under the hypotheses of the above theorem, if U is unbounded then
Fix(f) ⊂ U .
Note that the two results above are precisely Theorem B in the introduction.
5.1. Maximal unlinked sets and Brouwer theory. Let us state some results
and definitions that we need to prove Theorem 5.1.
If f : S → S is a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity of an orientable surface,
let us say that a set X ⊂ Fix(f) is unlinked if X is closed and f |S\X : S \X → S \X
is isotopic to the identity. We say that X is maximal unlinked if it is unlinked and
there is no unlinked set of fixed points containing X properly.
Remark 5.3. If S = R2 and f preserves orientation, then any set consisting of two or
less fixed points of f is unlinked. To see this, note that every orientation preserving
homeomorphism of R2 is isotopic to the identity [Kne26], and let (ft)t∈[0,1] be an
isotopy from Id to f . For every fixed point z, one gets an isotopy (f ′t)t∈[0,1] that
fixes z, by defining f ′t = gt ◦ ft, where gt is the affine translation that sends ft(z)
on z. If z′ is another fixed point, one gets an isotopy (f ′′t )t∈[0,1] that fixes z and z
′
by defining f ′′t = ht ◦ ft, where ht is the affine map that sends ft(z) on z and ft(z′)
on z′.
The next theorem is due to O. Jaulent. We only state the part that we will use.
Theorem 5.4. [Jau12] Let S be an orientable surface, f : S → S a homeomorphism
isotopic to the identity, and X0 is an unlinked set of fixed points of f . There exists
a maximal unlinked set X ⊂ Fix(f) containing X0. Moreover, if (ft)t∈[0,1] is an
isotopy from IdS\X to f |S\X and z ∈ Fix(f) \ X, then the loop (ft(z))t∈[0,1] is
homotopically nontrivial in S \X.
We will also use the following classic lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let h : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving homeomorphism, and
γ0 a simple arc joining a point z to its image h(z) and containing no fixed point of
h. Then any neighborhood of γ0 contains a translation arc γ for h such that z ∈ γ.
Proof. Let V be a given neighborhood of γ0. Reducing V , we may assume that it
is simply connected and contains no fixed point of h. Choose a homeomorphism
φ : D → V such that φ(0) = z. For t ∈ [0, 1] define Vt = φ(Bt(0)), where Bt(0) is
the open disk of radius t centered at the origin. If γ0 is not already a translation
arc, we may choose τ to be the smallest number such that V τ intersects h(Vτ ).
Clearly 0 < τ < 1, and Vτ ∩h(Vτ ) = ∅. This means that there is w ∈ ∂ Vτ such that
h(w) ∈ ∂ Vτ , and moreover w 6= h(w). Since V τ is homeomorphic to a disk and
z ∈ Vτ , we can choose a simple arc γ in Vτ joining w to h(w) and going through z.
It is clear from the defintion that h(γ) ∩ γ ⊂ {w, h(w)}, which means that γ is a
translation arc. 
The next key lemma is a consequence of Brouwer’s lemma on translation arcs
(see, for instance, [Fat87]):
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Lemma 5.6. Let h : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving homeomorphism, and
γ a translation arc for h. Then for each N ∈ N, either γ is an N -translation arc,
or
⋃N
k=0 h
k(γ) contains a loop that is homotopically nontrivial in R2 \ Fix(h).
Proof. Suppose γ : [0, 1]→ R2 joins x to h(x), let W be the connected component
of M \ Fix(h) containing x. Since γ is a translation arc, it is disjoint from Fix(f),
so it is contained in W . This implies that W is invariant. Let pi : W˜ → W be its
universal covering map. Choose x˜ ∈ pi−1(x), let γ˜ be the lift of γ with γ˜(0) = x˜,
and let h˜ : W˜ → W˜ be the lift of h|W such that h˜(x˜) = γ˜(1).
Then clearly γ˜ is a translation arc for h˜, and since W˜ ' R2 and h˜ has no fixed
points, Proposition 2.1 implies that γ˜ is an ∞-translation arc for h˜. Let Γ˜n be the
concatenation of γ˜, h˜(γ˜), . . . , h˜N (γ˜). If pi is injective on Γ˜N , then it is clear that γ
is an N -translation arc for h. Otherwise, there is a sub-arc σ˜ ⊂ Γ˜n that joins two
different points of pi−1(z), for some z ∈W . This implies that pi(σ˜) is a loop that is
homotopically nontrivial in W (and thus in R2 \ Fix(h), as claimed). 
5.2. Accessible fixed prime ends. Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem
5.1 in its general form, we state a result which does not require the ∂-nonwandering
condition.
Proposition 5.7. Let f : R2 → R2 be an orientation preserving homeomorphism
and U ( R2 a simply connected f -invariant set. If there is an accessible fixed point
in ∂ U , then ρ(f, U) = 0.
Remark 5.8. The proposition above is essentially Corollary 2 of [CL51], if one
translates the statement to their setting. Here, we present a short direct proof for
the sake of completeness.
Proof of Proposition 5.7. Suppose there is an accessible fixed point z1 ∈ ∂ U , so
there is an arc γ : [0, 1)→ U such that γ(t)→ z1 in R2 as t→ 1−. Let z˜1 ∈ cE(U)
be the prime end such that γ(t) → z˜1 in cE(U) as t → 1−, and denote by f˜ be
the extension of f |U to cE(U). Assume for contradiction that ρ(f, U) 6= 0. Then
f˜(z˜1) 6= z˜1. Letting γ′(t) = f(γ(t)) we obtain an arc in U such that γ′(t) → z1 in
R2 and γ′(t) → f˜(z˜1) 6= z˜1 in cE(U) as t → 1−. By reducing γ, we may assume
that γ and γ′ are disjoint, and by joining the initial point of γ to the initial point
of γ′ by a simple arc η in U that is disjoint from γ and γ′ except at its endpoints,
we obtain a simple arc σ = γ ∪ η ∪ γ′ in U that extends in cE(U) to an arc joining
z˜1 to f˜(z˜1). See Figure 7.
Figure 7. View in cE(U) (left) and R2 (right)
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Let D ⊂ R2 be the open disk bounded by σ ∪ {z1}. The boundary of D ∩ U
in cE(U) consists of σ together with one of the two open intervals I of bE(U)
determined by the points z˜1 and f˜(z˜1) (moreover, D is a neighborhood of I in
bE(U)). Since I is a fundamental domain of the map f˜ |bE(U), which has nonzero
rotation number, it follows that there is N > 0 such that for any prime end z˜ ∈
bE(U) there is an integer k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ N and either f˜k(z˜) ∈ I or f˜k(z˜) = z˜1.
Let z 6= z1 ∈ ∂ U be an accessible point, and z˜ an accessible prime end associated
to z, so that there is an arc α : [0, 1) → U such that α(t) → z in R2 and α(t) → z˜
in cE U as t → 1−. Then as we just mentioned, there is k with 0 ≤ k ≤ N such
that either f˜k(z˜) ∈ I or f˜k(z˜) = z˜1. Let us first show that the latter case does
not hold: if f˜k(z˜) = z˜1, since the accessible point associated to z˜1 is precisely z1, it
follows that fk(α(t)) → z1 (in R2) as t → 1−, and since z1 is fixed by f it follows
that α(t)→ z1 as t→ 1−, contradicting the assumption that z 6= z1.
Thus we must have f˜k(z˜) ∈ I. Since fk(α(t)) = f˜k(α(t)) ∈ D if t < 1 and
is close enough to 1, it follows that fk(z), which is the limit of fk(α(t)) in R2
as t → 1−, belongs to D ∩ ∂ U . Moreover, since fk(z) 6= z1, and z1 is the only
element of ∂ D∩∂ U , we conclude that fk(z) ∈ D. Since 0 ≤ k ≤ N , it follows that
z ∈ ⋃Nk=0 f−k(D). Let W = ⋃Nk=0 f−k(D). We just showed that every accessible
point of ∂ U other than z1 belongs to W . Since accessible points are dense in ∂ U ,
it follows that ∂ U ⊂W . Thus, if O denotes the unbounded connected component
of R2 \W , we conclude that U is disjoint from O. But ∂O ⊂ ∂ W ⊂ U ∪ {z1}
(because ∂ D ⊂ U ∪ {z1}), and clearly ∂O 6= {z1}, so U ∩ ∂O 6= ∅, contradicting
the fact that U ∩ O = ∅. This completes the proof. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof is by contradiction. Assume from now on
that there is a fixed point z1 ∈ ∂ U . We begin by reducing the problem to a simpler
setting.
Claim 1. We may assume that f has a unique fixed point z0 in U .
Proof. To see this, we will find a map f ′ that coincides with f in a neighborhood
of ∂ U (and hence satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem) but has a unique fixed
point in U .
Note that since ρ(f, U) 6= 0, the extension of f to the prime ends compactification
of U has no fixed point in the circle of prime ends. This implies that f has at
least one fixed point z0 in U , by Brouwer’s fixed point theorem applied to cE(U, S).
Moreover, one can find a closed topological disk D0 ⊂ U whose interior D0 contains
all the fixed points of f |U . Let D1 ⊂ U be a closed disk containing D0 ∪ f(D0).
Since U is homeomorphic to R2, we may consider the one-point compactification
U∗ = U unionsq {z∗} ' S2, in which f |U induces a homeomorphism f∗ by fixing z∗. Let
M = U∗ \ {z0}, which is homeomorphic to R2. Since W = U∗ \D1 is a connected
neighborhood of z∗, and z∗ is the unique fixed point of f∗|M in W , we see from the
Extension Theorem 2.3 that there is a map F : M → M which fixes z∗, coincides
with f∗ in some neighborhood V of z∗ (in M), and has no other fixed point in
M = U∗ \ {z0}. Note that since V is a neighborhood of z∗, the set K = M \ V is
a compact subset of U . The map F extends to a homeomorphism F∗ : U∗ → U∗ by
fixing z0, and so F∗|U is a homeomorphism which coincides with f in U \K and
has z0 as its unique fixed point. In particular defining f
′(z) = F∗(z) for z ∈ K and
f(z) for z ∈ S \K we have map with the required properties. 
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Thus from now on we assume that z0 ∈ U is the unique fixed point of f in U .
Recall that we are assuming that there is a fixed point in ∂ U . We will consider
two separate cases.
Case I. Every connected component of Fix(f) \ {z0} is unbounded.
In this case, if V is the connected component of (R2 \ Fix(f)) ∪ {z0} containing
z0, then V is a simply connected invariant set whose boundary consists of fixed
points of f , and U ⊂ V . Consider the prime ends compactification cEV . Since
any accessible point from V of ∂ V is fixed by f , Proposition 5.7 implies that the
extension f˜ of f |V to cE V has a fixed point in the prime ends circle bE V . Since
∂ U ∩Fix(f) is not empty (by our assumption), it follows that clcE V U ∩ bE V 6= ∅.
Since f˜ |bE V is an orientation preserving circle homeomorphism with a fixed point,
every orbit converges to a fixed point, so the closed, nonempty, f˜ |bE V -invariant set
clcE V U ∩bE V contains a fixed point of f˜ . Thus we may choose z˜1 ∈ clcE V U ∩bE V
such that f˜(z˜1) = z˜1.
By Theorem 4.2, there is N > 0 and a compact set K ⊂ U such that there is
no N -translation arc contained in R2 \ K and intersecting ∂ U . Note that f has
no fixed points in V other than z0, so by increasing the size of K we may further
assume that K is a closed topological disk in U containing z0.
Figure 8. Picture for case I
Let B1 ⊂ V \K be a cross-section of V such that z0 /∈ B1 and z˜1 lies in the open
interval of prime ends of V determined by B1; i.e. z˜1 ∈ intcE V (clcE V B1) (see Figure
8). Choose a smaller cross-section B ⊂ B1 of V such that z˜1 ∈ intcE V (clcE V B)
and fk(B) ⊂ B1 for all k with 0 ≤ k ≤ N , and finally let B′ ⊂ B be a smaller
cross-section of V such that z˜1 ∈ intcE V (clcE V B′) and f(B′) ⊂ B. Note that
∂ U ∩B′ 6= ∅, since otherwise U would contain B′, and that would imply that there
is some fixed point accessible from U (namely, any point of ∂ V accessible from B′)
contradicting the fact that ρ(f, U) 6= 0 (and Proposition 5.7). Thus we may choose
z ∈ ∂ U ∩ B′ and an arc γ0 ⊂ B joining z to f(z). Since there are no fixed points
in B, we know that γ0 does not contain a fixed point, and by Lemma 5.5 there is a
arc γ ⊂ B for f |V such that z ∈ γ (so γ intersects ∂ U). Since γ ⊂ R2 \K, Theorem
4.2 implies that γ is not an N -translation arc, thus we conclude from Lemma 5.6
(applied to f |V ) that
⋃N
k=0 f
k(γ) contains a loop that is homotopically nontrivial
in V \Fix(f |V ) = V \ {z0}. This contradicts the fact that
⋃N
k=0 f
k(γ) ⊂ B1, which
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is simply connected and disjoint from z0. This contradiction shows that Case I is
not possible.
Case II. There is a bounded connected component of Fix(f) \ {z0}.
In this case, we may further assume that there is a bounded component of Fix(f)
intersecting ∂ U . Indeed, let C be a bounded connected component of Fix(f). If
C intersects ∂ U , there is nothing to do. Otherwise, there is another connected
component C ′ of Fix(f) that intersects ∂ U (since we are assuming that there is
a fixed point z1 in ∂ U). We may choose any p0 ∈ C and consider the space
M = R2unionsq{∞}\{p0}, which is homeomorphic to R2. In this new space, f induces a
homeomorphism f ′ for which all our hypotheses hold (the ∂-nonwandering condition
in U and the condition on the prime ends rotation number hold for f ′ thanks to
Proposition 3.15 and Corollary 3.9). Since C ′ is a compact subset of R2 intersecting
∂ U and p0 /∈ C ′, it follows that C ′ is a connected component of Fix(f ′) intersecting
∂M U , and it is bounded in M (because it is compact). Thus we may replace f by
f ′ and have the required assumption.
Claim 2. We may assume that Fix(f) is totally disconnected.
Proof. Let V be the connected component of (R2 \Fix(f))∪{z0} containing U , and
K = R2 \ V . Clearly V is an f -invariant open set. It follows from the hypothesis
on the rotation number and Proposition 5.7 that an accessible point from U in
∂ U cannot be fixed by f , so it does not belong to K. Thus ∂ U \K 6= ∅, and by
Corollary 3.9 we have that ρ(f, U,R2) = ρ(f, U, V ).
From the classification of noncompact surfaces [Ric63], V is homeomorphic to
R2\E for some totally disconnected closed set E (this can be seen by fixing p ∈ bI V
and noting that cI(V ) \ {p} is homeomorphic to R2 and bI(V ) \ {p} is totally
disconnected). Let h : V → R2 \ E be a homeomorphism, and consider the map
hfh−1 : R2\E → R2\E. A standard continuity argument shows that hfh−1 extends
to a homeomorphism f ′ : R2 → R2 such that Fix(f ′) \ {h(z0)} = E. Moreover,
U ′ = h(U) is a simply connected open f ′-invariant set with a fixed point of f ′
in its boundary, namely the image by h of any bounded connected component of
Fix(f) that intersects ∂ U (we know that there is at least one such component by
our assumption in Case II). Again by Corollary 3.9,
ρ(f, U,R2) = ρ(f, U, V ) = ρ(f ′, U ′,R2 \ E) = ρ(f ′, U ′,R2).
Therefore f ′ leaves U ′ invariant, has a nonzero rotation number in U ′, and also f ′
has a fixed point in the boundary of U ′. Moreover, the first part of Proposition 3.15
implies that fV is ∂-nonwandering in U , so f
′|R2\E is ∂-nonwandering in U ′. Since
E is totally disconnected, the second part of the same proposition implies that f ′
is ∂-nonwandering in U ′. Thus the same hypotheses that we have on f hold for f ′,
and since Fix(f ′) is totally disconnected, we may use f ′ instead of f , proving the
claim. 
Let z1 ∈ ∂ U ∩ Fix(f). Since the set {z0, z1} ⊂ Fix(f) is unlinked (see Remark
5.3), Theorem 5.4 implies that there exists a closed set X ⊂ Fix(f) containing
z0 and z1 such that X is maximal unlinked, and a corresponding isotopy I =
(ft : R2 \ X → R2 \ X)t∈[0,1] from f0 = IdR2\X to f1 = f |R2\X . Moreover, since
X ⊂ Fix(f) is totally disconnected, the isotopy extends to R2 fixing all points of X;
thus from now on we assume that I = (ft)t∈[0,1] with ft : R2 → R2, and ft(x) = x
for all t ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ X.
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LetX1 = X\{z0}, and letM = R2\X1. Note that sinceX is totally disconnected
and closed, M is connected. Let us denote by IM the restricted isotopy (ft|M )t∈[0,1].
Let pi : M̂ →M be the universal covering of M and Î = (f̂t)t∈[0,1] the isotopy from
Id
M̂
to f̂ = f̂1 that lifts I|M . It is easy to see that f̂ commutes with the elements
of the group of covering transformations Deck(pi). Since the isotopy I|M fixes z0,
it follows that any element of pi−1(z0) is fixed by Î, and in particular by f̂ .
Claim 3. If Û is a connected component of pi−1(U), then Û is f̂ -invariant, un-
bounded and simply connected. Moreover, pi|Û is a homeomorphism onto U that
conjugates f̂ |Û to f |U , f̂ is ∂-nonwandering in Û , and ρ(f, U) = ρ(f̂ , Û).
Proof. It is invariant because pi−1(U) is f̂ -invariant and Û is a connected component
of that set, which necessarily contains an element of pi−1(z0) ⊂ Fix(f̂). That pi|Û
is injective follows from the fact that U is simply connected. Since ∂ U contains
z1 ∈ X1, it follows that Û is unbounded. The fact that f |U is conjugated to f̂ |Û is
obvious.
To prove the last two claims, note that the homeomorphism h = piÛ : Û → U has
the special property that it maps cross-cuts to cross-cuts. This implies that f̂ is ∂-
nonwandering in Û , and it also gives a natural way to extend h to a homeomorphism
between the prime ends compactifications of Û and U , which by continuity should
conjugate the respective extensions of f̂ |Û and f |U . In particular the two extended
maps have the same rotation number in their prime ends circles. 
Claim 4. For any z1 ∈ X1 = X \ {z0}, there is a neighborhood B of z1 in R2 such
that
pi(Fix(f̂)) ∩B = ∅.
Proof. We may choose a disk D in M containing z1, disjoint from z0 and such that
the boundary of D is disjoint from X (because X is totally disconnected). Fix a
neighborhood B of z1 such that for any z in B, the arc (ft(z))t∈[0,1] is contained
in D. To show that B has the required property, suppose for contradiction that
z ∈ B is the image by pi of a fixed point of f̂ . Then γ = (ft(z))t∈[0,1] is a loop in
D, and it must be homotopically trivial in M , because it lifts to a trivial loop in
the universal covering. Let us show that γ is homotopically trivial in M \ {z0} as
well: we know that there is a homotopy (γs)s∈[0,1] in M from γ to z fixing the base
point z. Let r : R2 \D → ∂ D be a retract (i.e. r is continuous, r(x) ∈ ∂ D for all
x in R2 \D and r(x) = x for x ∈ ∂ D), and extend it to R2 by letting r(x) = x in
D. Then (r ◦ γs)s∈[0,1] is a homotopy from γ to z which never leaves D. Thus γ
is homotopically trivial in M \ {z0} = R2 \X. But since z ∈ Fix(f) \X (because
z ∈M , z 6= z0 and M ∩X = {z0}), the last part of Theorem 5.4 says that γ must
be homotopically nontrivial in R2 \X. This contradiction proves the claim. 
Fix a connected component Û of pi−1(U).
Claim 5. For any neighborhood V of z1 ∈ ∂ U ∩X, there exists a translation arc
γ̂ for f̂ such that pi(γ̂) ⊂ V and γ̂ intersects ∂ Û .
Proof. Reducing V if necessary, we may assume that V ⊂ B, where B is the set
from Claim 4, so that pi(Fix(f̂)) ∩ V = ∅. Since the isotopy I fixes elements of X
(particularly z1), if ẑ ∈ ∂ Û is chosen such that z = pi(ẑ) is close enough to z1, one
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has that γ0 = (ft(z))t∈[0,1] is contained in V \X. If γ̂0 = (f̂t(ẑ))t∈[0,1], then γ̂0 is
the lift of γ0 with initial point ẑ and its final point is f̂(ẑ) (recall that f̂ = f̂1).
The arc γ̂0 might not be simple, but it necessarily contains a simple arc γ̂1 joining
ẑ to f̂(ẑ), which also satisfies pi(γ̂1) ⊂ V \X. Moreover, γ̂1 contains no fixed points
of f̂ , since pi(Fix(f̂)) is disjoint from V . Thus from Lemma 5.5 there is, in any
neighborhood of γ̂1, a translation arc γ̂ for f̂ such that ẑ ∈ γ̂. In particular, one
may choose γ̂ such that pi(γ̂) ⊂ V , as required. 
To finish the proof, note that from Claim 3 one has that Û is f̂ -invariant, simply
connected and ∂-nonwandering for f̂ , and α = ρ(f̂ , Û) 6= 0. Thus, from Theorem
4.2 applied to f̂ and Û we obtain a constant N = Nα,0 and a compact set K ⊂ Û
such that no N -translation arc of f̂ intersecting ∂ Û is contained in M̂ \ K. Let
z1 ∈ ∂ U ∩ X and consider the set B given by Claim 4. We assume additionally
that B is simply connected and disjoint from pi−1(K) (replacing it by a smaller
neighborhood of z1 if necessary). Note that pi
−1(B) ⊂ M̂ \ Fix(f̂), and each of its
connected components is simply connected.
Choose a neighborhood V of z1 such that f
k(V ) ⊂ B for 0 ≤ k ≤ N , and
let γ̂ ⊂ V be the translation arc for f̂ given by Claim 5. Let Γ̂N =
⋃N
k=0 f̂
k(γ̂).
Since pi(Γ̂N ) ⊂ B, we have that Γ̂N is contained in a connected component of
pi−1(B), which is simply connected and disjoint from Fix(f̂). In particular, any loop
contained in Γ̂N is homotopically trivial in M̂ \ Fix(f̂). Thus, the only possibility
in Lemma 5.6 applied to f̂ , is that γ̂ be an N -translation arc. Since γ̂ intersects
∂ Û and is contained in M̂ \ K, we get a contradiction from Theorem 4.2. This
proves that Case II does not hold, completing the proof of the theorem. 
5.4. Proof of Corollary 5.2. Suppose there is a fixed point z1 in R2 \ U , and U
is unbounded. Then we consider the new surface M = (R2 ∪ {∞}) \ {z1} which
is still homeomorphic to R2, and the homeomorphism defined from f by setting
f(∞) =∞. By Proposition 3.15 and Corollary 3.9, the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1
hold for this new map, so there are no fixed points in the boundary of U in M .
But this contradicts the fact that ∞ is in the boundary of U in M (because U was
assumed to be unbounded). 
6. Generalizations to arbitrary surfaces
If S is a closed surface of positive genus and U ⊂ S is a simply connected
invariant set with irrational prime ends rotation number for a homeomorphism f ,
we wonder not only whether there can be fixed points in ∂ U but also whether
U can be too complicated from the point of view of the topology of the ambient
space. Specifically, can the closure of U be non-contractible in S? Without any
additional hypothesis, the answer is yes. For example, ∂ U could be a Denjoy-type
continuum (i.e. the minimal set of the suspension flow on T2 of a Denjoy example
in the circle). See Example 9.2. The next theorem, which is Theorem C in the
introduction, shows that if f is ∂-nonwandering in U then this is no longer the
case, and gives additional dynamical information.
Theorem 6.1. Let f : S → S be an orientation preserving homeomorphism of an
orientable surface S of finite type, and U ⊂ S an open f -invariant topological disk
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such that S \U has more than one point. Assume further that f is ∂-nonwandering
in U and ρ(f, U) is irrational. Then exactly one of the following holds:
(i) ∂ U is aperiodic, and U is compact and contractible;
(ii) S is a sphere, and the only periodic point of f in ∂ U is a unique fixed point;
(iii) S is a plane, and ∂ U is unbounded and aperiodic.
Moreover, there is a neighborhood W of ∂ U , which can be chosen as an annulus in
case (i), a disk in case (ii) and the complement of a closed disk in case (iii), such
that every connected component of S \ ∂ U contained in W is wandering.
Remark 6.2. For closed surfaces, only cases (i) and (ii) are possible, and in both
cases ∂ U is contractible. Observe also that the last part of the theorem implies that
all but one of the connected components of S \U are wandering in case (i), and all
connected components of S \U are wandering in the remaining cases. In particular,
in cases (ii) and (iii), there are no periodic points in S \U except possibly a unique
fixed point.
For the case of surfaces of finite genus (but possibly not of finite type) one can
easily obtain the following statement, by applying the previous theorem to the ends
compactification of f .
Corollary 6.3. If in the hypotheses of the prevoius theorem one replaces the con-
dition that S be of finite type by the weaker condition that S has finite genus only,
then one of the following cases holds:
(i) ∂ U is aperiodic, and exactly one connected component of S \U is nonwan-
dering (hence invariant);
(ii) S has genus 0, the set of periodic points of f has at most one element (thus
necessarily fixed), and every connected component of S \ U is wandering.
Finally, in the case that f is nonwandering on a closed surface one has a simpler
statement, which is Theorem A in the introduction.
Corollary 6.4. Let f : S → S be a nonwandering homeomorphism of a closed
surface, and U an open f -invariant simply connected set with irrational prime ends
rotation number. Then one of the following holds:
(i) ∂ U is a contractible annular continuum without periodic points;
(ii) S is a sphere, U is dense in S, and S \U is a cellular continuum containing
a unique fixed point and no other periodic points.
Proof. If the first case in Theorem 6.1 holds, then ∂ U is an aperiodic invariant
continuum, and so by Theorem 2.4 it is an annular continuum as well, so the first
case of the corollary holds. On the other hand, if the second case of Theorem 6.1
holds, then since f is nonwandering and all components of S \ U are wandering,
it follows that S \ U = ∅, so that ∂ U = S \ U is nonseparating (i.e. a cellular
continuum). 
Remark 6.5. Examples 9.6 and 9.5 show that the case with a fixed point cannot be
excluded, even in the smooth area-preserving setting.
6.1. Proof of Theorem 6.1. We begin considering closed surfaces only.
Claim 1. If S is a closed surface, then one of cases (i) or (ii) holds.
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Proof. We consider first the case where S is a sphere. Then S\U is a non-separating
f -invariant continuum. We claim that there is a fixed point z0 ∈ S \ U . This is a
consequence of Cartwright-Littlewood’s theorem, but alternatively one can prove it
as follows: Since ρ(f, U) 6= 0, if D ⊂ U is a closed topological disk such that ∂ D is a
loop disjoint from Fix(f) and homotopic to the circle bE(U, S) in cE(U, S) \Fix(f),
then the fixed point index of f in U is i(f,D) = 1. Since f preserves orientation
and S is a sphere, Lefschetz’ formula implies that i(f,D) + i(f, S \D) = 2, and in
particular there is a fixed point in S \D. But there are no fixed points in U \D,
so there must be a fixed point in S \ U as claimed.
Let S′ = S \ {z0} ' R2. Then ∂S′ U has more than one point, and by Corollary
3.9, ρ(f |S′ , U, S′) = ρ(f, U, S). Also, f |S′ is ∂-nonwandering in U by Proposition
3.15. Hence by Theorem 5.1 applied to fn|S′ for each n ∈ N we conclude that there
is no periodic point in ∂S′ U .
Suppose first that z0 /∈ ∂S U . Then ∂S U = ∂S′ U , and so there are no periodic
points in ∂S U . This means that ∂S U is aperiodic. Since z0 ∈ intS \ U , it follows
that U 6= S, and since S is a sphere this easily implies that U is contractible, so
case (i) holds.
Now suppose that z0 ∈ ∂S U . Then U is unbounded in S′, and Corollary 5.2
implies that there is no periodic point in S′ \U . Thus the unique periodic point of
f in S \U is z0. This proves that case (ii) holds, completing the proof of the claim
in the case that S is a sphere.
Now assume that g is a surface of genus g > 1. The case g = 1 is similar, and
is explained at the end of the proof. Let pi : D → S be the universal covering of
S. We may assume that D is endowed with the hyperbolic metric and the group of
covering transformations Deck(pi) consists of isometries of D. There is some lift f̂
of f that fixes a connected component of Û of pi−1(U). Claim 3 from the proof of
Theorem 5.1 remains valid in the present setting, with the same proof, so we have
that Û is ∂-nonwandering for f̂ and ρ(f̂ , Û) = ρ(f, U). From Theorem 5.1 applied
to f̂n for each n ∈ N, we conclude that there are no periodic points of f̂ in ∂ Û .
Let us divide the remainder of the proof of Claim 1 into two sub-claims.
Claim 1.1. clD Û ∩ S1 = ∅ (i.e. Û is bounded in D).
Proof. By the theory of Nielsen, the map f̂ extends to a the boundary circle S1,
defining a homeomorphism F from D = D ∪ S1 to itself. Moreover, there is n ∈ N
such that f̂n has a fixed point in ∂ D (this is for instance the content of [Nie32,
Theorem 1]1). We may extend F to the whole plane C continuously, for instance
by letting F (reit) = rF (eit) for r ≥ 1, t ∈ R.
Therefore, the map Fn : C→ C leaves invariant the open ∂-nonwandering topo-
logical disk Û ⊂ D and also the disk D, and Fn has a fixed point in S1. Since Fn|S1
is a circle homeomorphism with a fixed point, the orbit of any point in S1 converges
to a fixed point of Fn|S1 .
Assume for contradiction that the claim does not hold, i.e. ∂D Û ∩ S1 6= ∅. Since
the latter is a closed Fn-invariant set, it follows from the previous observation that
∂D Û contains a fixed point of F
n (which lies in S1). From Corollary 3.9 we have
that ρ(Fn, Û ,C) = ρ(f̂n, Û ,D) which is just nρ(f̂ , Û ,D), which in turn is equal to
nρ(f, U), an irrational rotation number.
1An english translation of [Nie32] can be found in [Nie86]
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Let us show that F is ∂-nonwandering in U (and hence so is Fn for any n ∈ N).
Since we already know that F |Û = f̂ is ∂-nonwandering in U , it suffices to show
that any wandering cross-section of U in C contains some cross-section of U in D.
Let D be any cross-section of U in C so that γ = ∂U D is a cross-cut of U in C.
Observe that ∂CD ⊂ clC γ ∪ S1 ∪ ∂D U . Moreover, if ∂CD \ clC γ intersects ∂D U
at some point z ∈ D, then we may easily obtain a cross-section D′ of U in D which
is contained in D, by an argument already used in Section 3: letting C be a small
enough circle around z (so that it bounds a disk disjoint from clC γ), one has that
any connected component of D ∩ C is a cross-cut of U contained in D, and one of
its cross-sections must be contained in D, as required.
Thus we need to show that ∂CD \ clC γ always intersects ∂D U . If this is not
the case, then ∂CD \ clC γ ⊂ S1, so that D is bounded by clC γ ∪ S1. This implies
that both endpoints of clC γ are in S1 and they are different (otherwise D would
not be a cross-section of U in C). Thus D is a cross-section of D. But from the
fact that S is a closed surface it follows that given z ∈ S, any cross-section of D
contains infinitely many elements of pi−1(z), contradicting the fact that pi(Û) is
simply connected.
We have thus obtained an orientation-preserving homeomorphism Fn of the
plane with a ∂-nonwandering invariant open topological disk Û which has a fixed
point in the boundary, and ρ(Fn, Û ,C) 6= 0. This contradicts Theorem 5.1, com-
pleting the proof of Claim 1.1. 
Thus the set K0 = clD Û is a compact subset of D. Let K be the “filling” of K0,
i.e. the union of K0 with all the bounded (in D) connected components of D \K0.
Claim 1.2. pi|K is injective. In other words, K ∩ T (K) = ∅ for any Deck trans-
formation T 6= Id.
Proof. Consider the family of sets H = {T (K) : T ∈ Deck(pi), T (K) ∩ K 6= ∅}.
The elements of H are permuted by f̂ . Moreover, since Deck(pi) acts properly on
D, there are finitely many elements in H. Therefore, there is k ∈ N such that f̂k
fixes every element of H. Assume for contradiction that H contains some element
T (K) with T 6= Id. Since Û is disjoint from T (Û), we have that Û ∩ ∂ T (Û) = ∅
as well. Since ∂ T (K) ⊂ ∂ T (Û), we deduce that Û ∩ ∂ T (K) = ∅. The fact that
Deck(pi) acts properly on D also implies that T−1(K) 6⊂ K, so that K 6⊂ T (K).
This implies that ∂ K intersects D\T (K), so that Û 6⊂ T (K) (because ∂ K ⊂ ∂ Û).
The latter, together with the fact that Û is disjoint from ∂ T (K), implies that Û
is disjoint from T (K). Observe that since T (K) intersects both K and D \K, we
have that ∂ K ⊂ ∂ Û intersects T (K).
Since K is a non-separating continuum, D \ T (K) is homeomorphic a one-
punctured plane R2 \ {z0}. The map g˜ induced by f̂k in R2 \ {z0} extends to
R2 by fixing z0 (because f̂k fixes T (K)), and the set U˜ corresponding to Û after
this identification is a ∂-nonwandering invariant topological disk for g˜ in R2 due to
Proposition 3.15. Moreover, by Corollary 3.9
ρ(g˜, U˜ ,R2) = ρ(f̂k|D\T (K), Û ,D \ T (K)) = ρ(f̂k, Û ,D) = nρ(f̂ , Û ,D) 6= 0.
Thus Theorem 5.1 implies that g˜ has no fixed points in ∂ U˜ , contradicting the fact
that z0 is in the boundary of U˜ (which follows from the fact that ∂ Û intersects
T (K)). This contradiction proves Claim 1.2. 
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Since K is compact and connected, and we showed that it projects injectively
to S, it follows that pi(K) is contractible in S. Since U ⊂ pi(K), we conclude
that U is contractible in S as well. Finally, as we already explained before Claim
1.1, by Theorem 5.1 there are no periodic points of f̂ in ∂ Û , and since pi|cl Û is
a homeomorphism onto U and pif̂ = fpi, we conclude that there are no periodic
points of f in ∂ U as well. This completes the proof of Claim 1 when S has genus
g > 1.
It remains to consider the case where the genus of S is g = 1, that is, when
S ' T2. But in this case, the same proof used for the case g > 1 works, after
observing the following facts: any lift f̂ : R2 → R2 of a homeomorphism f : T2 → T2
has the form f̂(x) = Ax + φ(x) where A ∈ GL(2,Z) and φ is a Z2-periodic map.
This implies that if one compactifies R2 with a “circle at infinity” S∞ ' S1 with
the topology where a neighborhood system of reit, for r > 0, is given by the open
sets V,M = {reis where r > M and |s− t| < }. Since f̂ = A+ φ, it follows easily
that the map f̂ extends to R2 unionsq S∞ ' D continuously, and this extension depends
only on A (in fact, if v = reit, then the extension maps v to Av/ ‖Av‖).
Moreover, since A ∈ GL(2,Z), one has from classical results that some power
of A has a real eigenvector. Therefore there is n > 0 and v ∈ S∞ such that
Anv/ ‖Anv‖ = v, and so the extension of f̂n to R2 unionsq S∞ ' D has a fixed point in
the boundary circle. Thus in Claim 1.1 we may use these facts instead of the result
of Nielsen, and the rest of the proof works without any modification for this case.
This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2. If S is closed, then there a neighborhood W of ∂ U , which is an annulus
in case (i) and a disk in case (ii), such that every connected component of S \ ∂ U
contained in W is wandering.
Proof. By Claim 1, one of cases (i) or (ii) holds. Assume first that case (ii) holds, so
S is a sphere, and there is a fixed point z1 ∈ ∂ U . We will show that every connected
component of S \U is wandering, which implies that the disk W = S \{z0} satisfies
the claim for any z0 ∈ U . Suppose on the contrary that there is a nonwandering
component V of S \ U . Since U is invariant, it follows that fn(V ) = V for some
n. Since U is connected and S is a sphere, V is simply connected. Choose x0 ∈ V
and let h : S → S be a homeomorphism h : S → S which is the identity outside
a compact subset of V and such that h(fn(x0)) = x0. Then f
′ = hfn is a new
map which coincides with f in a neighborhood of U and f ′n(x0) = x0. But this
contradicts Theorem 5.1 applied to f ′n|S\{x0}. This proves the claim when case (ii)
holds.
Now suppose that case (i) holds, so U is contractible. This means that there is
a closed topological disk B ⊂ S that contains U in its interior. Choose any point
z0 ∈ U and let W = B \ {z0}. To prove that W satisfies the claim, assume for
contradiction that there is some nonwandering component V1 of S \ U such that
V1 ⊂ W . Then V1 is periodic, and we may assume f(V1) = V1 by considering a
power of f instead of f (while keeping the remaining hypotheses).
Let us show that it suffices to consider the case where S is a sphere. If S is not
a sphere, then its universal covering space Ŝ is homeomorphic to R2. If pi : Ŝ → S
is the covering projection, there is a connected component Û of pi−1(U) and a lift
f̂ : Ŝ → Ŝ of f such that f̂(Û) = Û . Let B̂ be the connected component of pi−1(B)
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containing Û , so that pi|B̂ is a homeomorphism onto B, and let V̂1 be the connected
component of pi−1(V1) in B, so that f̂(V̂1) = V̂1. Let S′ = S unionsq {∞} be the one-
point compactification of Ŝ (so S′ is a sphere), f ′ the map induced on S′ by f̂ , and
U ′ = Û . The facts that pif ′ = f ′pi holds on clŜ Û and pi|clŜ Û is a homeomorphism
onto U imply that f ′ is ∂-nonwandering in U ′ and ρ(f ′, U ′) is irrational. Moreover,
if V ′1 = V̂1 and V
′
2 is the connected component of S
′ \ clŜ Û containing ∞, then V ′1
and V ′2 are both f
′-invariant connected components of S′ \ clS′ U ′. Thus we are in
the same setting as in the beginning of the proof, but on the sphere.
Thus we assume that S is already the sphere and we will find a contradiction.
Choose any point zi ∈ Vi and let Bi be a closed topological disk containing zi and
f(zi). If γi : [0, 1] → ∂ Bi is a parametrization of ∂ Bi (oriented positively), then
γi is homotopic to f ◦ γi in Vi \ {f(zi)} (because f preserves orientation), and so
by Theorem 2.2 applied to Vi \ {f(zi)} there is a homeomorphism hi : Vi \ {f(zi)}
such that hi ◦ f ◦ γi = γi (note that this means that hif fixes each point of ∂ Bi),
and hi is fixed outside a compact subset of Vi \ {f(zi)}.
We may define h : S → S by h(z) = hi(z) if z ∈ Vi, and h(z) = z if z /∈ V1 ∪ V2,
which is a homeomorphism of S. Then f ′ = hf coincides with f on U (in particular
ρ(U, f ′) is irrational and f ′ is ∂-nonwandering in U) and has a pointwise fixed circle
∂ Bi in Vi for i ∈ {1, 2}. Consider the new surface S′ = S\(intB1∪intB2)/∼, where
∼ is the relation that identifies ∂ B1 with ∂ B2 by γ1(t) ∼ γ2(1− t) for x ∈ S1 (the
orientation of γ2 was reversed so that the identification gives an orientable surface
again, see Figure 9). Then S′ is a torus, and after the identification, V1 \ int(B1)∪
V2 \ int(B2) becomes a topological annulus A in S′ which is a connected component
of S′ \ U .
Figure 9. Identifying the boundaries of B1 and B2 to obtain a torus
Let g′ : S′ → S′ be the map induced by f ′. Observe that since ∂ U is aperiodic
for f , it is aperiodic for g′ as well. Since g′ is ∂-nonwandering in U and ρ(g′, U) is
irrational, Claim 1 applied to g′ and S′ implies that ∂ U is contractible in S′. But
that means that ∂ U is contained in some closed topological disk B, and so one of
the connected components of S′\U is a punctured torus and the remaining ones are
open topological disks. But as we already mentioned, A is a connected component
of S′ \ U homeomorphic to an annulus; so we arrived to a contradiction, proving
the claim. 
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Claims 1 and 2 complete the proof of the theorem in the case that S is closed.
To finish the proof we need to consider the case where S is a non-closed surface
of finite type. In this case, the ideal boundary bI(S) is finite, so if S
′ = cI(S)
and f ′ : S′ → S′ is the extension of f , then bI(S) is a finite f ′-invariant set, which
must therefore consist of finitely many periodic orbits. Again by Corollary 3.9
and Proposition 3.15 the hypotheses of the theorem remain valid for U and f ′; in
particular since S′ is a closed surface, what we already proved implies that one of
the cases (i) or (ii) holds for f ′.
Suppose first that case (i) holds for S′ and f ′. Then ∂S′ U is aperiodic and clS′ U
is contractible in S′. Since points of bI(S) are periodic for f ′, it follows that ∂S′ U
is disjoint from bI(S). Note that this implies that ∂S U = ∂S′ U , so ∂ U = ∂S U
is aperiodic. Also we have an annular neighborhood W ′ containing ∂ U such that
every connected component of S′ \ ∂S′ U contained in W ′ is wandering. One of the
boundary components of ∂ W ′ must be contained in U , so B = U ∪W ′ is an open
topological disk containing U . Since points of bI(S) are disjoint from ∂ U and from
any connected component of S′ \ ∂ U contained in B, this means that the finite set
bI(S) is contained in the unique connected component V of S
′ \ ∂ U not contained
in B. It follows that there is a smaller open topological disk B′ ⊂ B such that
U ⊂ B′ and B′ is disjoint from bI(S). Thus B′ ⊂ S, and U is contractible in S.
Thus case (i) holds for S and f . Also, letting W = B′ \{z0} for some point z0 ∈ U ,
we obtain an annular neighborhood of ∂ U with the required property, completing
the proof in this case.
Now assume that case (ii) holds for S′ and f ′. Then S′ is a sphere, and every
component of S′ \ clS′ U is wandering for f ′. Moreover, ∂S′ U has a unique fixed
point z0 and no other periodic point, and there is an open topological disk W
′
containing ∂S′ U such that every connected component of S
′ \ U contained in W ′
is wandering. Since U is invariant, S′ \W ′ intersects U , so ∂ W ′ ⊂ U . This implies
that S′ \ clS′ U ⊂W ′.
Consider first the case where z0 ∈ bI(S). Then, since bI(S) consists of periodic
points of f ′ and there are no other periodic points in ∂S′ U , it follows that bI(S) \
{z0} ⊂ S′ \clS′ U . But since all connected components of S′ \clS′(U) are contained
in W ′, they are wandering, so they cannot contain a point of bI(S). This implies
that bI(S) = {z0}, hence S is homeomorphic to R2 and ∂ U = ∂S U is aperiodic.
Thus, case (iii) holds for f and S. Moreover S′\W ′ is a closed subset of U , so taking
any closed topological disk B ⊂ U containing S′ \W ′ we have that W = S \ B
has the property that every connected component of S \ ∂ U in W is wandering, as
required.
Finally, consider the case where z0 /∈ bI(S). Then z0 ∈ ∂S U , and ∂S′ U \ {z0}
contains no periodic points of f ′. This implies that bI(S) ⊂ S′ \ clS′ U . But every
component of S′\clS′ U is wandering (because it is contained in W ′), so we conclude
that bI(S) = ∅. This means that S = S′ and f ′ = f , and the theorem holds. This
completes the proof of Theorem 6.1 
7. Generalizations to non-simply connected sets
In the case that U is not simply connected, we can adapt our previous results
to the next somewhat technical, but potentially useful result. Recall the notation
and definitions from Section 2, §3.3 and §3.4.
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Theorem 7.1. Let f : S → S be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of a
closed surface S, and U ⊂ S an open f -invariant connected set. Let p be a regular
fixed end of U . If f is ∂-nonwandering at p, and ρ(f, p) is irrational, then one of
the following holds:
(i) Z(p) is aperiodic, or
(ii) Z(p) is contractible and has a unique fixed point and no other periodic point.
Furthemore, there is a neighborhood W of Z(p), which is an annulus in case (i)
and a disk in case (ii), such that every connected component of S \ Z(p) contained
in W is wandering.
Again, in the nonwandering setting we have a simpler statement:
Corollary 7.2. Let f : S → S be an orientation-preserving nonwandering home-
omorphism of a closed surface S, and U ⊂ S an open f -invariant connected set.
Let p be a regular fixed end of U . If ρ(f, p) is irrational, then one of the following
holds:
• Z(p) is an aperiodic annular continuum, or
• Z(p) is a cellular continuum with a unique fixed point and no other periodic
points.
A version of Theorem 4.2 can also be stated in this setting:
Theorem 7.3. Let f : S → S be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of an
orientable surface S of genus g < ∞, and U ⊂ S an open f -invariant connected
set. Let p be a regular fixed end of U such that f is ∂-nonwandering at p, and
ρ(f, p) = α 6= 0. Then there is a constant Nα,g ∈ N and a p-collar C such that any
Nα,g-translation arc that intersects Z(p) also intersects U \ C.
7.1. Proof of Theorem 7.1. The main idea to obtain theorem 7.1 from the pre-
vious results is to use surgery to reduce the problem to one in which U is simply
connected. Assuming the hypotheses of the theorem, consider the ends compacti-
fication cI(U) and the extension f∗ of f |U to cI(U). Since p is a regular end, p is
an isolated fixed point of f∗. Let γ0 be a simple loop bounding a p-collar2 D0 in
U , and γ another simple loop bounding a p-collar D such that D ∪ f(D) ⊂ D0.
Then γ′ := f(γ) is homotopic to γ in D0. Let D1 be another p-collar such that
D1 ⊂ D∩f(D). Then γ and γ′ are homotopic simple essential loops in the annulus
A = intD0 \ D1, and it follows from Theorem 2.2 that there exists an orienta-
tion preserving homeomorphism h : A → A such that h(γ′) = γ and h(x) = x
for x ∈ ∂ A. We may extend h as the identity in S \ A, and define f ′ = hf , so
that f ′(γ) = γ and f ′ coincides with f outside A. In particular, the fact that
f ′ coincides with f in the p-collar D1 implies that f ′ is ∂-nonwandering at p and
ρ(f ′, p) = ρ(f, p) is irrational.
Let us assume that γ is non-separating in S (the remaining case is similar and
explained at the end of the proof). Let S0 = S \ γ (for the separating case, one
would choose the connected component of S \ γ containing D1). Let S′ = cI S0,
and denote by g′ : S′ → S′ the extension of f ′|S0 to S′. If Ai denotes the connected
component of A \ γ bounded by γi, for i ∈ {0, 1}, then each Ai is a collar of one
of a different end ei ∈ bI(S0), and bI(S0) = {e0, e1}. So the sets A′i = Ai ∪ {ei}
2recall from §3.3: this means that D is a subset of U bounded by a simple loop such that
D ∪ {p} is a closed topological disk in cI(U)
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are topological disks which are neighborhoods of ei, for i ∈ {0, 1}. Observe that g′
coincides with f on S′ \ (A′0 ∪A′1).
Figure 10. U ′ and the ends compactification of S0
Since the connected component of S0 \ Z(p) containing D1 is precisely intD,
which is f ′-invariant and contains a unique end of S0 (namely, e1), it follows that the
connected component of S′ \Z(p) containing D1 is a topological disk U ′ = D∪{e1}
such that ∂S′ U
′ = Z(p) (the latter being true because D1 is a p-collar). Clearly
ρ(g′, U ′) = ρ(f, p) and U ′ is ∂-nonwandering for g′. We now apply Theorem 6.1 to
g′ and U ′, and translate the information to f and U .
Suppose first that case (i) in Theorem 6.1 holds for g′ and U ′. Then ∂S′ U ′ =
Z(p) is aperiodic (so case (i) holds for f and U), and there is an annular neighbor-
hood W ′ of Z(p) such that any connected component of S′ \Z(p) contained in W ′
is wandering. Note that the connected components of S′ \ Z(p) containing e1 and
e2 cannot be contained in W
′, so by reducing W ′ we may assume that it does not
contain e1 or e2. Thus W
′ is also an annular neighborhood of Z(p) in S0 (hence
in S). Since W ′ does not contain U , if V is a connected component of S \ Z(p)
contained in W ′, then V is disjoint from U . Thus V is also a connected component
of S′ \ Z(p), and therefore V is wandering for f ′. Since f = g′ in S \ U , it follows
that V is wandering for f , so the final claim of the theorem holds with W = W ′.
Now suppose that case (ii) from Theorem 6.1 holds for U ′ and g′. Then S′
is a sphere, and there is exactly one fixed point in ∂S′ U
′ = Z(p). Moreover, all
connected components of S′ \ clS′ U ′ are wandering. This is not possible in this
case, since the connected component of S′ \ clS′ U ′ containing e0 is invariant; thus
case (ii) cannot hold.
Finally, we need to consider the case where γ is separating in S. We sketch the
proof since it is similar to the previous case. For this case, we choose S0 as the
connected component of S \γ that contains D1 (see Figure 11). In this case, S0 has
a unique end e1, and if S
′ = cI(S0) = S0∪{e1}, then the connected component U ′ of
S0 that contains e1 is a topological disk with ρ(g
′, U ′) = ρ(f, p) and ∂S′ U ′ = Z(p)
(where g′ is defined as before). Applying Theorem 6.1 again for g′ and U ′ leaves us
with two cases; if case (i) holds for g′, then virtually the same argument as before
shows that case (i) holds for f . On the other hand, if case (ii) holds for g′ then
one has that S′ is a sphere and all connected components of S′ \ U are wandering.
This implies that S′ \ {e1} = S0 is a topological disk containing Z(p), so Z(p) is
contractible in S, and all connected components of S \ Z(p) contained in S0 are
wandering; thus case (ii) and the final claim of the theorem hold with W = S0.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Figure 11. Case with γ separating S
7.2. Proof of Corollary 7.2. The nonwandering condition implies that f is ∂-
nonwandering at p. If the first case from Theorem 7.1 holds, then Z(p) is an
aperiodic invariant continuum contained in an annulus V , and all connected com-
ponents of S \ Z(p) contained in V are wandering. Since f is nonwandering, it
follows that no connected component of S \ Z(p) is contained in V . This easily
implies that Z(p) separates V into exactly two annular connected components, so
it is annular (alternatively, Theorem 2.4 implies directly that Z(p) is annular).
If the second case from 7.1 holds, then Z(p) has a unique fixed point, no other
periodic point, and has a neighborhod D homeomorphic to a disk such that every
component of S \ Z(p) contained in D is wandering. This means that D \ Z(p)
has no relatively compact (in D) connected components, and since Z(p) is compact
we conclude that Z(p) is non-separating in S. This implies that Z(p) is cellular,
completing the proof. 
7.3. Proof of Theorem 7.3. We only sketch the proof since it is very similar to
the proof of Theorem 7.1. The surgery from the proof of Theorem 7.1 allows us to
obtain a simply connected set U ′ on a surface S′ = cI(S0), where S0 is a connected
component of S \ γ for some loop γ bounding a p-collar. Moreover, f coincides
with g′ outside an annular neighborhood A ⊂ U of γ, and ρ(g′, U ′) = ρ(f, p) = α.
Note that the genus of S′ is not greater than the genus of S; thus letting N =
max0≤k≤g Nα,k (Where Nα,k is the number from Theorem 4.2) we have that there
is a compact set K ⊂ U ′ such that any N -translation arc for g′ intersecting ∂ U
must also intersect K. Let C ′ be a p-collar disjoint from A such that K ⊂ U \ C ′,
and let C be a smaller p-collar so that fn(C) ⊂ C ′ for 0 ≤ n ≤ N . Suppose for
contradiction that there is an N -translation arc γ for f such that γ ∩ (U \ C) = ∅.
Then fk(γ) is disjoint from U \ C ′ for 0 ≤ k ≤ N , and since U \ C ′ ⊂ S \ A, this
implies that γ is also an N -translation arc for g′ intersecting ∂ U ′. But γ is disjoint
from U ′\C ′, and thus disjoint from K, contradicting Theorem 4.2 due to our choice
of N . 
8. Applications to generic area-preserving diffeomorphisms
The main theorem of this section is an application of our previous theorems that
generalizes Mather’s results from [Mat81] in two ways: it works for any r ≥ 1 (since
it does not rely on Moser stability of elliptic points), and the conclusion is much
stronger (since one gets that there is no periodic point, instead of just saying that
the prime end rotation number is irrational). Before stating the theorem, we need
a definition.
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Given a closed surface S, denote by Gr the set of all area preserving Cr diffeo-
morphisms of S satisfying the following two properties:
(G1) All periodic points of f are either hyperbolic or elliptic, and there are no
saddle connections;
(G2) If p is an elliptic periodic point and U is a neighborhood of p, then there
is an open disk D containing p, contained in U , and bounded by finitely
many pieces of stable and unstable manifolds of some hyperbolic periodic
orbit q intersecting transversely (see Figure 12).
Figure 12. Property (G2)
Remark 8.1. Robinson proved that, for any r ≥ 1, property (G1) is Cr-generic
[Rob70], and (G2) is Cr-generic due to Zehnder [Zeh73]. Thus Gr is residual in the
space of area preserving Cr diffeomorphisms of S.
Remark 8.2. The idea of replacing the Moser genericity condition from Mather’s
arguments by Condition (G2), thus removing the requirement that r be large,
was also used by Girard [Gir09] to prove that Cr generically (r ≥ 1) for an area
preserving diffeomorphism there is no invaraint curve of rational rotation number.
Theorem 8.3. If f is a Cr-generic area preserving diffeomorphism of a closed
orientable surface S (namely if f ∈ Gr, r ≥ 1), and p is a regular periodic end of
an open f -invariant connected set U , then Z(p) is an aperiodic annular continuum.
Remark 8.4. For the case of the sphere, this theorem can be proved using a classic
result of Pixton [Pix82] (combined with results of Mather [Mat81]) which guarantees
that under the generic hypotheses of the theorem, every hyperbolic periodic point
has a homoclinic intersection. In fact, this is done in [FLC03]. A similar argument
can be done on the torus using a result of Oliveira [Oli87]. However, for surfaces of
higher genus, is it not known whether a Cr-generic diffeomorphism has a homoclinic
intersection for each (or even for some) hyperbolic periodic point. Furthermore, for
maps in Gr (as in Theorem 8.3) it is actually not true that some hyperbolic periodic
point has a homoclinic intersection: one may produce an example in the surface of
genus 2 which is the time-one map of a flow with exactly two hyperbolic saddles
and no saddle connection or additional periodic points (where every orbit other
than the saddles is dense).
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8.1. Saddle hyperbolic fixed points. We begin with a result about hyperbolic
points only which is a consequence of Theorem 4.2
If p is a hyperbolic fixed point for a surface diffeomorphism, a branch of p is a
connected component of W s(p) \ p or Wu(p) \ p. There are two stable branches
and two unstable ones. If f maps each branch to itself, then we say f is branch-
preserving at p.
Theorem 8.5. Suppose that f : S → S is a homeomorphism of a closed ori-
entable surface, and U ⊂ S is an open f -invariant topological disk on which f
is ∂-nonwandering and ρ(f, U) is nonzero. Assume further that f is C1 in a neigh-
borhood of ∂ U . Then there is no branch-preserving hyperbolic fixed point in ∂ U .
Proof. Suppose p ∈ ∂ U is a branch-preserving hyperbolic fixed point. Using a
local linearizing neighobhrood near p, one sees that for each N ∈ N there is a
neighborhood VN of p such that VN \ {p} is foliated by N -translation arcs, so by
Theorem 4.2 we have that VN does not meet ∂ U if N is large enough, contradicting
the fact that p ∈ ∂ U . 
8.2. Proof of Theorem 8.3. First, we show that the prime ends rotation number
ρ(f, p) is irrational. This, in fact, is a theorem of Mather [Mat81, Theorem 5.1]
with the slightly different assumptions. While Mather assumes the Moser stability
of elliptic points, we instead assume Property (G2). This changes only the part
of Mather’s proof in which it is shown that there are no elliptic periodic points in
Z(p).
To see that Z(p) contains no elliptic periodic point, suppose for contradiction
that p ∈ Z(p) is an elliptic periodic point. Since Z(p) consists of more than a
single point, we may choose a neighborhood V of p that does not contain Z(p). By
Property (G2), there is some hyperbolic periodic point q and a disk D bounded
by finitely many arcs of the stable and unstable manifolds of q such that p ∈ D
and D ⊂ V . We may write ∂ D = ⋃ni=1Wi where each Wi is an arc of stable or
unstable manifold of an iterate of p, and we order them cyclically, i.e. in a way that
Wi intersects Wi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
By [Mat81, Corollary 8.3], if a branch of the stable or unstable manifold of q
intersects Z(p), then the whole branch is contained in Z(p). Since Z(p) is connected
and contains a point in the complement of D, it follows that ∂ D intersects Z(p).
Thus Wi intersects Z(p) for some i. Assume without loss of generality i = 1. Then
as we mentioned [Mat81, Corollary 8.3] implies thatW1 ⊂ Z(p). SinceW2 intersects
W1 ⊂ Z(p), repeating this argument we have that W2 ⊂ Z(p), and by induction we
conclude that ∂ D =
⋃n
i=1Wi ⊂ Z(p). But U is connected and intersects both D
and S \D (because Z(p) is not entirely contained in V and D ⊂ V ). This means
that U intersecs ∂ D ⊂ Z(p), contradicting the fact that Z(p) ⊂ ∂ U . Thus there
are no elliptic periodic points in Z(p), and ρ(f, p) is irrational.
The key part of the proof is Corollary 7.2, which now implies that either Z(p)
is an aperiodic annular continua, which is what we wanted to show, or Z(p) is
a cellular continuum with empty interior and with a fixed point p. Assume the
latter case. Since we showed that p cannot be elliptic, condition (G1) implies that
p is hyperbolic. The fact that Z(p) is contractible implies that there is an open
topological disk D ⊂ S such that ∂ D is a loop in U and Z(p) ⊂ D. Suppose that S
is not a sphere, so its universal covering Ŝ is homeomorphic to R2. If pi : Ŝ → S is
the universal covering map, p̂ ∈ pi−1(p) and f̂ is a lift of f such that f̂(p̂) = p̂, then
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there is a disk D̂ ⊂ Ŝ such that pi|D̂ is a diffeomorphism onto a neighborhood of
Z(p). Let K be the connected component of pi−1(Z(p)) in D̂. Then K is f̂ -invariant
because it contains a fixed point p̂, and K has empty interior. Let S′ = Ŝunionsq{∞} be
the one-point compactification of Ŝ, which is a sphere, and f ′ is the map induced
by f̂ . Then U ′ = S′ \ K is a topological disk, ∂ U ′ = K, and f ′ is C1 in the
neighborhood D̂ of K. The fact that piD̂f̂ = f
′piD̂ easily implies that f
′ is ∂-
nonwandering and ρ(f ′, U ′) = ρ(f, p). Since f ′ has a hyperbolic fixed point p̂ in U ′,
which we may assume branch-preserving by using f ′2 instead of f , this contradicts
Theorem 8.5.
Thus there are no periodic points in Z(p), and it follows from Theorem 2.4 that
Z(p) is an annular continuum, completing the proof. 
Remark 8.6. After using Corollary 7.2, which guarantees that Z(p) is contractible
(if it contains a fixed point), it would also be possible to finish the proof using
arguments such as Pixton’s theorem [Pix82] to conclude that there is a homoclinic
intersection of p, from which one easily obtains a contradiction (see also [KN11]).
Note that this proof would not work without the aid of Corollary 7.2, since an
analogous of Pixton’s theorem is not available on surfaces of genus greater than 1.
8.3. Aperiodicity of the boundary of complementary domains. Recall that
a complementary domain is any connected component of the complement of a
nontrivial continuum. A complementary domain always has finitely many ideal
boundary points (see, for instance, [Mat81, Lemma 2.3]), and none of its boundary
components are single points. Therefore, Theorem E from the introduction follows
immediately from the next result.
Corollary 8.7. Let f be a Cr-generic area preserving diffeomorphism of a closed
orientable surface S (namely, let f ∈ Gr, r ≥ 1), and U a periodic open set with
finitely many ends. Then the boundary of U is a finite disjoint union of aperiodic
annular continua and periodic orbits.
Proof. Since bI(U) consists of finitely many points which are periodic by the map
induced by f on cI(U), one may choose n ∈ N such that fn fixes every ideal
boundary point of U , and it follows from Theorem 8.3 applied to fn that for each
p ∈ bI(U), if Z(p) has more than one point then it is an aperiodic annular continuum
invariant by fn. Since there are finitely many ends, is easy to see from the definition
of ideal boundary that ∂ U =
⋃
p∈bI(U) Z(p). Thus ∂ U is a finite union of aperiodic
(but possibly non-disjoint) fn-invariant annular continua, together with a finite set
of fixed points of fn (corresponding to the ends where Z(p) is a sinlg epoint). In
particular, ∂ U has finitely many connected components, and the ones that are not
periodic points are aperiodic fn-invariant continua. By Theorem 2.4, this implies
that each connected component of ∂ U that is not a periodic point is in fact an
aperiodic annular continuum, completing the proof. 
Remark 8.8. This result (with a minor variation in the generic conditions) is mis-
takenly attributed to Mather in [KN10, Theorem 12], leaving a gap in the article.
In [KN11], this mistake is corrected by avoiding the use of Theorem 12 from [KN10].
Using Corollary 8.7, there is no gap and the erratum [KN11] is no longer necessary.
8.4. Closure of branches of stable and unstable manifolds. The following
results are proved in [Mat81] under different assumptions (which are Cr generic,
only for large r).
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Corollary 8.9. Let f be a Cr-generic area preserving diffeomorphism of a closed
surface S (namely, let f ∈ Gr, r ≥ 1). Suppose p is a hyperbolic periodic point.
Then,
(1) If p belongs to some periodic continuum K, then then the stable and unstable
manifolds of p are contained in K.
(2) All four stable/unstable branches of p have the same closure.
Proof. To prove (1), let γ be a branch of p. Suppose for contradiction that γ 6⊂ K.
Then, γ intersects a connected component V of S \K. This implies that p ∈ ∂ V .
But V is a periodic complementary, so this contradicts Corollary 8.7.
To prove (2), let γ1 and γ2 be two branches of p. Then cl(γ1) is a periodic
continuum and p ∈ K1, so it follows from (1) that γ2 ⊂ cl(γ1). Similarly, γ1 ⊂
cl(γ2), completing the proof. 
8.5. Density of stable manifolds. In [FLC03] it is proved that for a Cr generic
area-preserving diffeomorphism of the sphere, the union of stable manifolds of hy-
perbolic period points is dense. One of the reasons for the interest in this type of
results is that they aim in the direction of one of the oldest open problems in dy-
namics, i.e. the conjecture of Poincare´ on the density of periodic points for generic
area preserving diffeomorphisms.
Corollary 8.7 fills a gap in the proof of the generic density of stable manifolds
for arbitrary surfaces given by Xia in [Xia06], (particularly, in the proof of Lemma
2.3) which is similar to the one mentioned in Remark 8.8. Thus, we can state that
the following theorem holds.
Theorem 8.10. For a Cr generic area-preserving diffeomorphism of a closed sur-
face, the union of stable manifolds of hyperbolic periodic points is dense.
The second claim from the main theorem of [Xia06] states that an open set
without periodic points is necessarily contained in the closure of the stable manifold
of a given periodic point. This seems to be more delicate, and we are unable to
complete its proof.
9. Examples
9.1. Necessity of the ∂-nonwandering hypothesis.
Example 9.1 (Many fixed points). The ∂-nonwandering hypothesis assumed in
Theorem 5.1 and related results is really necessary, as an example due to Walker
shows. The example, found in [Wal91], is of a C1-diffeomorphism f of the sphere,
which has an invariant open simply connected set U such that ρ(f, U) is irra-
tional, but ∂ U contains a circle of fixed points. Naturally, the example is not
∂-nonwandering; in fact ∂ U is a basin boundary (so there is a closed disk B ⊂ U
such that f(B) ⊂ intB and ∂ U = ⋂U \ f−n(B). This implies that the backward
orbit of sufficiently small cross-sections remains arbitrarily close to ∂ U , thus failing
to be ∂-nowandering.
This example also shows that the theorem fails if one weakens the definition of
∂-nonwandering to require only that for some compact K ⊂ U , the set U \K does
not contain the forward orbit of any wandering cross-section (i.e. one really must
require that forward and backward orbit of a wandering cross-section leaves U \K).
Figure 13 shows what the boundary of U looks like. In this case, U is considered
to be the unbounded connected component of the complement of the continuum
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depicted (together with the point at ∞). The boundary of U consists of the circle
C of fixed points (the smaller circle) together with a set of “hairs” accumulating on
C. The endpoint of each “hair” lies on a larger circle (dotted circle) and forms a
Cantor set which is invariant by f ; the dynamics on that Cantor set corresponds to
that of a Denjoy example. However any other point outside ∂ U is repelled towards
∞.
Figure 13. Walker’s example
Example 9.2 (Non-contractible boundary). Let f ′ be the map from Example
9.1 and U ′ the open set with ρ(f ′, U ′) irrational. Note that B = U
′
is a closed
topological disk bounded by a circle of fixed points. We may assume (by using
an appropriate conjugation) that B is the unit square [0, 1]2 on R2. Define a
map f : T2 → T2 by f(z) = pi(f ′(ẑ)), where ẑ is the element of pi−1(z) in [0, 1)2.
Then f is a homeomorphism of T2, with two circles of fixed points, C1 = pi(R ×
{0}) and C2 = pi({0} × R). Let U = pi(U ′). Then clearly C1 ∪ C2 ⊂ ∂ U , and
ρ(f, U) is irrational. Thus we have produced an example on T2 with an invariant
open topological disk U with irrational prime ends rotation number and a non-
contractible boundary.
9.2. On the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. Here we give two simple examples
that show that the number Nα,g from Theorem 4.2) really depends on both the
prime ends rotation number α and the genus of the surface S.
Example 9.3 (dependence on α). Given N ∈ N, N > 1, let f be the rotation by
α = 2piN , on the sphere C ∪ {∞}, and let U be the unit disk. Clearly, U is f -
invariant and its prime ends rotation number is equal to 1/N . Then the boundary
of U contains an N -translation arc, so the constant Nα,0 is necessarily greater than
N .
Example 9.4 (dependence on the genus). Let N be a positive integer. We intro-
duce an area-preserving homeomorphism f on a closed surface S (of genus n = 2N)
that leaves invariant a simply connected open set U , and admits an N -translation
arc outside any given compact set K ⊂ U but intersecting both U and its comple-
ment, while ρ(f, U) = 1/2.
Let S1 be the sphere R2∪{∞}, and let R be the rotation of 180 degrees centered
at the origin o. One can easily define a volume preserving diffeomomorphism g such
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that g commutes with R, and o is a hyperbolic fixed point with a homoclinic loop.
We denote by U , V and V ′ = R(V ) the connected components of the complement of
the homoclinic loop. See Figure 14. We further assume that there is a gn-invariant
smooth closed disk D in V , whose orbit is the union n disjoint closed disks. Let
D′ := R(D), where D the interior of D. (One may define g by using the time-one
map of the Hamiltonian flow associated to a suitable height function.)
Figure 14.
Now, let γ1 and γ2 be two arcs as in Figure 14. We assume that γ1 intersects U
and its extremal points are a ∈ ∂V and c ∈ ∂D, and the extremal points of γ2 are
R(c) and R(g(a)). We also assume that gi(γj) are pairwise disjoint for j = 1, 2 and
i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1.
We will make a surgery on S1 as it follows. Let W be the g-orbit of D∪D′ which
is the union of 2n disjoint disks. Let S0 = S1 \W , R0 := R|S0 , g0 := g|S0 and
f0 := (R ◦ g)|S0 . Then g0 commutes with R0 and f0 ◦R0 = R0 ◦ f0 = g0. Observe
that ∂S0 is invariant for g and for R. By the assumptions, D is diffeomorphic
to the closed unit disk D ⊂ R2 by a diffeomorphism τ such that τ(c) = (0, 1).
Let ψ1 : ∂D → ∂D, ψ1 = τ−1 ◦ L ◦ τ , where L(x, y) = (−x, y) on R2. Then
ψ1(c) = c. Let ψ : ∂S0 → ∂S0 such that ψ(p) = gi ◦ ψ1 ◦ g−i(p) if p ∈ gi(∂D) and
ψ(p) = R ◦ gi ◦ψ1 ◦ g−i ◦R−1(p) if p ∈ gi(∂D′). It easy to see that on ∂S0 one has
ψ ◦R = R ◦ ψ, ψ2 = R2 = (ψ ◦R)2 = Id and ψ ◦ g = g ◦ ψ.
Now, let S be the quotient S0/(R ◦ ψ). Then, it follows that S is an orientable
surface of genus n and the homeomorphisms R0 and g0 extend to the quotient
surface S, and so does f0. We denote by f the homeomorphism on S obtained
from f0. It then follows that γ1 ∪ γ2 projects to an arc γ (note that c and R(c) are
identified), which is an N -translation arc for f that intersects the f -invariant disk
U and its complement. Also one could have chosen γ lying outside any previously
given compact set K ⊂ U , and it is easy to verify that ρ(f, U) = 1/2 (modZ).
9.3. Optimality of Theorem 6.1 and its corollaries. The next examples show
that the second case in Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.4 cannot be excluded, even
for smooth area preserving maps.
Example 9.5 (Smooth example with a fixed point). Let us show that, at least
for some irrational values of α, there are C∞ area-preserving examples where the
second case holds in Theorem 5.1.
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Let f be a transitive area preserving C∞ diffeomorphism on the sphere S2 ob-
tained by the Anosov-Katok method so that it fixes only two points, say the north
and the south poles p, q, and moreover almost every point has an irrational rota-
tion number α for f |A, where A = S \ {p, q}. Such a diffeomorphism exists (it is
done explicitly in [Cro06]; we refer the reader to [FK04] for a general survey on the
Anosov-Katok method).
Let D be an open disk containing p and disjoint from a neighborhood V of q. Let
K be the connected component of
⋂
n∈Z f
n(D) containing p. Then K is compact,
connected and invariant. Moreover, K is non-separating, because the complement
of K contains the orbit of V , which is dense and connected. Thus U = S2 \K is
an open invariant topological disk.
It is possible to show that K intersects ∂ D. This follows from the results of
[LCY97], which imply that if K does not intersect ∂ D then either p is “dissipative”
(i.e. every neighborhood of 0 contains a loop around 0 that is disjoint from its image)
or p “saddle-point” (there exists an integer m such that the Lefschetz index i(fm, p)
is non-positive). Indeed, p cannot be dissipative because f preserves area, and it
cannot be a saddle-point because i(fm, p) = 1 = i(fm, q). The latter follows from
the fact that the two indices must add up to 2 by Lefschetz’ formula, and none of
the two indices is greater than 1 by a theorem of Pelikan and Slaminka [PS87] (see
also [LC03]).
Finally the fact that ρ(f, U) = α follows from [LC03, §6], so the second case
from Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.4 holds.
Example 9.6 (Example with a fixed point and any irrational α). The previous
example shows that case (ii) in Theorem 5.1 can hold for smooth maps, but it
due to the technique used in the construction of the example, the number α will
always be a Liouville number. It is possible that no such example exists if α is
Diophantine and f is smooth enough (due to a KAM-type phenomenon). However
if one drops the smoothness condition, one may produce homeomorphisms with the
same properties as the previous example, for any given irrational α ∈ R/Z.
We sketch a way to obtain such example using the Denjoy-Rees technique from
[BCLR07]. As mentioned in section C2 of [BCLR07], the techniques of said article
allow to obtain for any α ∈ R \ Q a homeomorphism f : S2 → S2 which is semi-
conjugate to a rigid rotation by angle α of the sphere (fixing the north and south
pole) via a surjection h : S2 → S2 which leaves the equator C invariant, such that
there is a vertical segment ` that touches the equator at its base and is mapped by
h to a single point on the equator, diam(fk(`))→ 0 as k → ±∞ and h is injective
outside the orbit of ` (see Figure 15), so that Λ = C ∪⋃k∈Z fk(`) is an f -invariant
connnected set. Let U be the upper connected component of S2 \ Λ. Then f |U
preserves a non-atomic Borel probability measure µ of full support (obtained by
pull-back of the normalized Lebesgue measure on the upper half-sphere via h), and
using the monotone semi-conjugation h it is easy to verify that ρ(f, U) = α.
If we collapse the circle C to a single point p0, we obtain a surface S
′ ' S2, a
homeomorphism f ′ : S′ → S′ for which p0 is a fixed point, and an f ′-invariant set
Λ′ which contains p0 and is the boudnary of U in S′. Furthermore, by Corollary
3.9, we have that
ρ(f ′, U, S) = ρ(f ′, U, S \ {p0}) = ρ(f, U,S2 \ C) = ρ(f, U,S2) = α
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Figure 15. Λ before and after collapsing C
The measure µ′ induced by µ in S is a non-atomic Borel probability measure of full
support, and by the Oxtoby-Ulam theorem [OU41] we may choose a homeomor-
phism φ : S → S such that f ′′ = φfφ−1 preserves Lebesgue measure, so f ′′ has the
required properties.
10. Appendix: Proof of Theorem 3.3
10.1. Proof of parts (1) and (3). We begin by proving (3). First observe that
any chain C of U as a subset of S is equivalent to some chain C′ = (D′i)i∈N such that
∂U D
′
i is a cross-cut of U with endpoints in S0: this is easily done by perturbing
the endpoints of the cross-cuts defining the given chain, using the fact that S \ S0
is totally disconnected (we leave the details for the reader). Thus a chain of U as a
subset of S is always equivalent to some chain of U as a subset of S0. If, in addition,
C is a prime chain of U as a subset of S, then it follows from the definition that C′
is a prime chain of U as a subset of S0.
There is a natural way to define an extension i∗ : cE(U, S) → cE(U, S0) of the
inclusion i : U → cE(U, S0), as follows: Let p ∈ bE(U, S) be a prime end, and let C
be a representative prime chain. By the previous observation we may choose C so
that it is also a prime chain of U as a subset of S0. If we let i∗(p) be the prime end
in bE(U, S0) represented by C, then i∗(p) does not depend on the choice of C, but
only on the choice of p, so it is well defined. Thus, letting i∗(z) = z for z ∈ U , we
have defined a map i∗ : cE(U, S)→ cE(U, S0).
To show that i∗ is surjective, one needs to verify that if C is a prime chain of U
as a subset of S0, then it is also a prime chain as a subset of S (for that would imply
that the prime end corresponding to C in bE(U, S) is mapped by i∗ to the prime
end corresponding to C in bE(U, S0)). But this is true, because if C is divided by
some chain C′ of U as a subset of S, then from the remark at the beginning of the
proof, C′ is equivalent to some chain C′′ of U as a subset of S0, and so C′′ divides
C. But the latter, together with the fact that C is a prime chain of U as a subset
of S0, implies that C divides C′′. Since C′′ is equivalent to C′, we conclude that C
divides C′, showing that C is indeed a prime chain of U as a subset of S. Therefore
i∗ is surjective.
To see that i∗ is injective, note that if p and p′ are elements of bE(U, S) such that
i∗(p) = i∗(p′), the definition of i∗ implies that p and p′ are represented in bE(U, S)
by chains C and C′ (respectively) which are also prime chains of U as a subset of
S0 representing the same prime end i∗(p) = i∗(p′) in bE(U, S0). This means that C
and C′ are equivalent, and so p = p′.
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For the continuity of i∗, it suffices to show that if D is a cross-section of U as a
subset of S0 then i
−1
∗ (D∪EU,S0(D)) = D∪EU,S(D) (recalling that EU,S(D) denotes
the prime ends in bE(U, S) which are represented by some chain that divides D).
But this is clearly true, since as we mentioned at the beginning of the proof, any
prime chain C of U in S is equivalent to some prime chain C′ of U in S0, which can
be found by perturbing the cross-cuts defining the elements of C, and if C divides
D then C′ divides D as well.
To conclude that i∗ is a homeomorphism, let us show that i−1∗ is continuous. The
fact that every element of bE(U, S) is represented by some prime chain of U as a
subset of S0 implies that if D is a cross-section of U as a subset of S then EU,S(D)
is the union of all sets of the form EU,S(D′) where D′ ⊂ D is a cross-section of
U as a subset of S0. Since we already showed that i∗(EU,S(D′)) = EU,S0(D′) for
such cross-sections, we have that i∗(D ∪ E(D,S)) is a union of sets of the form
D′ ∪EU,S0(D′) where D′ ⊂ D is a cross-section of U in S0. Thus i∗ maps open sets
to open sets, and we conclude that i∗ is a homeomorphism, completing the proof
of (3).
Finally, we observe that for the case that U is relatively compact in S, part
(1) is already known; see for instance [Mat82] or [Mat81]. In particular, since
cI S = S∪bI S is compact and bI S is compact and totally disconnected, applying (3)
to the closed surface cI S in place of S we conclude that cE(U, S) is homeomorphic
to cE(U, cI S), from which (1) follows. 
10.2. Proof of part (2). Note that, since parts (1) and (3) are already proved,
we may use Proposition 3.4, which only depends on those items. We begin by
observing that since U ( S0, the boundary of U in S0 has more than one point
(the only case where ∂S0 U can be a unique point is when S0 is a sphere, which is
impossible in our case). Thus cE(U, S0) is well defined.
Claim. Any prime chain of U as a subset of S divides some chain which is a prime
chain of U as a subset of S0.
Proof. Observe that in view of parts (1) and (3) of Theorem 3.3 we may assume that
S is a closed surface, replacing S by cI S and S0 by S0 \ bI S (the hypotheses still
hold because bI S is closed and totally disconnected in cI S). Thus, by Proposition
3.4, any prime end in bE(U, S) is represented by a prime chain C = (Di)i∈N such
that ∂U Di → x in S for some x ∈ ∂ U . Hence, to prove our claim it suffices to
show that C divides some prime chain C′ of U as a subset of S0.
Suppose first that x ∈ S0. Then, since ∂U Di → x, there is i0 ∈ N such that
∂U Di ⊂ S0 if i ≥ i0, and so C = (Di)i≥i0 is a chain for U as a subset of S0 as well.
The fact that C is a prime chain of U as a subset of S also implies that it is a prime
chain of U as a subset of S0, and so our claim holds with C′ = C.
Now suppose that x ∈ S \ S0, and write S′ = cI(S0) and γi = ∂U Di. Since
γi → x in S as i → ∞, it follows that for any neighborhood W of bI(S0) there
is i0 such that γi ⊂ W if i ≥ i0. By compactness of S′, if we replace (Di)i∈N by
a subsequence (which is a chain equivalent to C), we may assume that (clS′ γi)i∈N
converges to some subset of S′ in the Hausdorff topology, which must be compact
and connected, because so is clS′ γi for each i ∈ N. Moreover, by our previous
observations, the Hausdorff limit of such a sequence must be a subset of bI(S0),
which is a totally disconnected set. Thus the limit is a single point; i.e. there is
p ∈ bI(S0) such that γi → p in S′ as i→∞.
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Let (Bi)i∈N be a sequence of closed topological disks in S′ such that Bi+1 ⊂ intBi
and
⋂
i∈NBi = {p}. Since bI(S0) is totally disconnected, one may choose each Bi
such that ∂S′ Bi ∩ bI(S0) = ∅, so ∂ Bi = ∂S′ Bi ⊂ S0. Since ∂S′ U is connected
(because S′ is compact), it follows that ∂ Bi∩∂S′ U 6= ∅ for each i (if we assume that
U is not entirely contained in B1, which we can). Choose a connected component γ
′
1
of ∂ B1 ∩U , and note that γ′1 is a cross-section of U in S0. Since C is a prime chain
of U in S, we can find i1 ∈ N such that γ′1 6⊂ Di1 . Moreover, if i1 is large enough
then ∂ Di1 = γi1 ⊂ B1, and so it is disjoint from γ′1, implying that γ′1 ⊂ U \Di1 .
Thus the connected component D′1 of U \ γ′1 containing γi1 also contains Di1 .
Choose i2 > i1 large enough so that γi2 ⊂ B2. Since ∂ B2 ∩ U separates γi2
from γ′1 in U , it follows easily that there is a connected component γ
′
2 of ∂ B2 ∩ U
that separates γi2 from γ
′
1 in U . Since Di2 ⊂ D′1, one deduces that the connected
component D′2 of U \ γ′2 containing γi2 satisfies Di2 ⊂ D′2 ⊂ D′1. Repeating this
process recursively, we obtain a chain C′ = (D′i)i∈N of U in S0 and an increasing
sequence (ik)k∈N such that ∂U D′k ⊂ ∂ Bk and Dik ⊂ D′k for each k ∈ N. This
means that C′ regarded as a chain of U in S is divided by C. Moreover, since
∂U D
′
k ⊂ Bk, we have that ∂U D′k → p in S′ = cI(S0) as k →∞, so Proposition 3.5
implies that C′ is a prime chain of U in S0, completing the proof of the claim. 
Given p ∈ bE(U, S), let p′ be a prime end in bE(U, S0) such that some prime
chain C = (Di)i∈N of U in S representing p divides a prime chain C′ = (D′i)i∈N of
U in S0 representing p
′. The previous claim guarantees that such p′ exists. We will
show that it is uniquely determined by p. Suppose on the contrary that there is
p′′ ∈ bE(U, S0) represented by a prime chain C′′ = (D′′i )i∈N, such that C divides C′′,
and p′′ 6= p′. Observe that clcE(U,S0)D′i is eventually contained in any neighborhood
of p′ in cE(U, S0) ' D, and the analogous fact for p′′. This implies that D′i and
D′′j are disjoint if i, j are chosen large enough. But this is a contradiction, because
both C′ and C′′ are divided by C, so for any i, j ∈ N the set D′i ∩D′′j contains some
element of C. This contradiction shows that p′ is uniquely determined by p, and so
letting i∗(p) = p′ we have a well-defined map i∗ : bE(U, S)→ bE(U, S0).
Moreover, if p′ ∈ bE(U, S0) is represented by a prime chain C′ = (D′i)i∈N, then
i−1∗ (p
′) consists of all prime ends represented by a chain of U in S that divides C′,
which is precisely
i−1∗ (p
′) =
⋂
i∈N
EU,S(D′i).
This is a nested intersection of open intervals, and since the endpoints of ∂U D
′
i in
S are disjoint from the corresponding endpoints of ∂U D
′
i+1 (from the definition of
chain), it follows (by the remarks after Proposition 3.5) that the endpoints of ∂U D
′
i
in cE(U, S) are disjoint from the corresponding endpoints of ∂U Di+1 in cE(U, S).
This means that the closure of EU,S(D′i+1) in bE(U, S) is contained in EU,S(D′i)
for each i ∈ N. Therefore the intersection definining i−1∗ (p′) is a nonempty closed
interval, showing that i∗ is surjective and monotone.
Define i∗(x) = x for x ∈ U , so that i∗ : cE(U, S)→ cE(U, S0) is now a monotone
surjection extending the inclusion. To see that i∗ is continuous, it suffices to show
that i−1∗ (D ∪ EU,S0(D)) = D ∪ EU,S(D) for each cross-section D of U in S0. Since
i−1∗ (D) = D, it suffices to show that i
−1
∗ (EU,S0(D)) = EU,S(D). Moreover, it is clear
that i−1∗ (EU,S0(D)) ⊂ EU,S(D), so we need to prove that i∗(EU,S(D)) ⊂ EU,S0(D).
Let p ∈ EU,S(D), so that p is represented by some prime chain C = (Di)i∈N of U
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in S that divides D. Let C′ = (D′i)i∈N be a prime chain of U in S0 that represents
i∗(p) (so that it is divided by C). We will show that C′ also divides D, which is
enough to complete the proof since it implies that i∗(p) ∈ EU,S0(D).
By Proposition 3.5 we may assume that there is x ∈ cI(S0) such that ∂U D′i → x
in cI(S0) as i→∞. If x ∈ S0, then the same proposition implies that C′ is a prime
chain of U as as a subset of S, and so it is equivalent to C, proving that it divides D,
which is what we wanted. Now suppose that x ∈ bI(S0). Since clS ∂U D ⊂ S0, the
fact that ∂U D
′
i → x as i→∞ implies that ∂U D′i is disjoint from ∂U D if i is large
enough. On the other hand, since C′ is divided by C which in turn divides D, it
follows that D′i ∩D 6= ∅ for all i. From these two facts, we have that either D′i ⊂ D
for some i ∈ N, or D ⊂ D′i for all i ∈ N. But in the latter case, the endpoints of
∂U D in cE(U, S0) are accessible prime ends that divide D′i for each i ∈ N (and so
they divide C′), contradicting the fact that C′ is a prime chain of U in S0. Thus
D′i ⊂ D for some i ∈ N, showing that C′ divides D. This completes the proof of
Theorem 3.3 (2). 
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